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Abstract 
Background: Aortic stenosis is a disease that causes a narrowing of the aortic valve opening. It 

is a disease that can be found in more than 2% of the elderly population. In the past, the only 

effective treatment has been open heart valve replacement, but in the last decade it has become 

possible to also treat aortic stenosis through a percutaneous procedure known as transcatheter 

aortic valve replacement. An implant-carrying catheter is led up to the patient’s heart where the 

implant is deployed. Sizing, positioning, and orientation of the implant are important 

considerations in transcatheter aortic valve replacement. Purpose: The purpose was to 

investigate the feasibility and potential features of a virtual heart valve implant system and how 

the available assets at the Medical Devices Center and its collaborators could create a useful tool 

for virtual transcatheter aortic valve implant selection, sizing, positioning, and orientation. 

Implementation: Challenges with transcatheter aortic valve replacement among clinicians and 

engineers were identified. A virtual heart valve implant system was proposed as a solution. The 

idea space for a virtual heart valve implant system was explored and structured systematically 

with a new approach called the idea connection tree method. A proof of concept prototype with a 

3D model of an aorta and an implant in three different sizes was created as a way to gauge if 

there is user value in a virtual heart valve implant system. Result & Conclusion: For the 

proposed solution of a virtual heart valve implant system, 43 unique ideas were generated. Three 

main branches of ideas were identified: Design, simulation, and a database branch. It was 

estimated that the simulation branch would provide the most user value for comparatively low 

work effort. The proof of concept prototype showed that it was possible to visually evaluate the 

interference produced by different sized implants inside a 3D model of an aorta on a virtual 

reality system.  

 

Keywords: Transcatheter aortic valve replacement, aortic valve implant, virtual reality, patient-

specific, aortic stenosis, idea connection tree. 
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Sammanfattning 

Bakgrund: Aortastenos är en sjukdom som orsakar förträngning av aortaklafföppningen. Det är 

en sjukdom som återfinns hos mer än 2% av den äldre befolkningen. Tidigare har den enda 

effektiva behandlingen inneburit hjärtklaffersättning med öppen hjärtkirurgi, men under det 

senaste decenniet har det blivit möjligt att också behandla aortastenos med en perkutär procedur i 

form av kateterburen implantation av aortaklaff. En kateter som bär på en aortaklaffprotes förs 

fram till patientens hjärta där protesen sedan utplaceras. Dimensionering, positionering och 

orientering av protesen är viktiga överväganden i kateterburen implantation av aortaklaff. Syfte: 

Syftet är att undersöka genomförbarheten och potentiella funktioner hos ett virtuellt 

implanteringssystem för hjärtklaffproteser och hur tillgångarna hos Medical Devices Center och 

deras samarbetspartners kan skapa ett användbart verktyg för virtuell dimensionering, 

positionering samt orientering av kateterburna hjärtklaffproteser. Implementering: Utmaningar 

med kateterburen hjärtklaffimplantering bland kliniker och ingenjörer identifierades. Ett virtuellt 

implanteringssystem för hjärtklaffproteser föreslogs som en lösning. Idérymden utforskades och 

strukturerades systematiskt med en ny metod kallad för idésambandsträd-metoden. En 

konceptprototyp med 3D modeller på en aorta och en protes i tre olika storlekar skapades för att 

uppskatta om det finns användarvärde i ett virtuellt implanteringssystem för hjärtklaffproteser. 

Resultat & Slutsats: För den föreslagna lösningen av ett virtuellt implanteringssystem för 

hjärtklaffproteser genererades 43 unika idéer. Tre huvudsakliga grenar av idéer identifierades: 

Konstruering, simulering och en databasgren. Det uppskattades att simuleringsgrenen skulle 

kunna förse den största mängden användarvärde för en förhållandevis låg arbetsinsats. 

Konceptprototypen visade att det var möjligt att visuellt utvärdera interferensen av olika 

protesstorlekar inuti en 3D model av en aorta med hjälp av ett virtual reality system. 

 

 

Nyckelord: Kateterburen implantation av aortaklaff, aortaklaffprotes, virtuell verklighet, 

patientspecifik, aortastenos, idésambandsträd. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter serves as an introduction to the thesis work by describing the background, purpose, 

limitations and delimitations, and the outline of the report. 

1.1 Background 

Cardiovascular disease was the leading non-communicable cause of death in the world in the 

year 2010 according to the World Health Organization [1]. A disease that contributes to this is 

aortic stenosis which is the narrowing of the aortic valve opening. In 2010 the American Heart 

Association issued an update that revealed that 2% of the participants over 65 years of age that 

took part in a study on cardiovascular health suffered from aortic stenosis [2]. It is usually treated 

with open heart valve replacement surgery but patients that are deemed inoperable or high-risk 

for open heart surgery due to old age or several co-morbidities can have their aortic stenosis 

treated with transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) [3] [4]. 

 

Today, when performing aortic heart valve replacement with open heart surgery, surgeons use a 

heart valve sizing tool, a dummy version of the valve implant, to determine the appropriate size 

for the valve implant. Each and every heart is different and the shape and size can vary 

depending on the patient’s anatomy, lifestyle, and pathology [5]. When the appropriate valve 

size has been determined during the surgery, the appropriate valve is then sutured in by the 

surgeon [6].  

 

Aortic heart valves can also be delivered and implanted through a transcatheter procedure. The 

new valve to be implanted is crimped and held at the tip of a catheter. When the tip of the 

catheter has found its way to the patient’s heart, the aortic valve implant is deployed [7]. Due to 

the obscured nature of catheter operations the medical personnel involved in the operation have 

to rely on x-ray and ultrasound based imaging techniques such as computerized tomography 

scans, transesophageal echocardiography and fluoroscopy (Fig. 1) [7] [8] [9]. Computerized 

tomography scans and intravascular ultrasound are used to determine the most appropriate 

vascular entry-way to the aorta [10]. During the operation, fluoroscopy and transesophageal or 

transthoracic echocardiography is used to give live imaging of the delivery of the aortic valve 

implant [9] [10].   

 

   

Fig. 1. Left: Computer tomography. Middle: Echocardiography. Right: Fluoroscopy. See image sources in 

the list of references. 

 

The most crucial and difficult steps are the sizing, positioning and orientation of the valve 

implant. Suboptimal placement or sizing of the valve implant may result in paravalvular leakage 

or occlusion of either coronary artery [11] [12]. Other possible complications related to TAVR 

include acute kidney injury, stroke or the need for a pacemaker [8] [13] [14]. 
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A potential way to help find the optimal model, size, position, and orientation of the valve 

implant would be to develop a virtual heart valve implant system where a detailed 3D model of 

the patient’s heart or aorta is visualized together with a 3D model of the valve implant. The 

virtual system could better help the catheter operator to find the optimal model, size, position, 

and orientation before delivering the aortic valve implant with a catheter. 

 

A virtual reality system developed by the Interactive Visualization Lab in collaboration with the 

Medical Devices Center at the University of Minnesota could serve as a platform for a virtual 

heart valve implant system. The virtual reality system renders a stereoscopic imagine that allows 

the user to perceive the depth of the displayed 3D models and interact with the displayed content 

with the help of a large touchscreen and head tracking [15] [16] [17]. Together with the Visible 

Heart Laboratory (also at the University of Minnesota) that is compiling an atlas of human 

cardiac anatomy, the conditions and assets for building a virtual heart valve implant system may 

exist at the University of Minnesota [5]. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose is to investigate the feasibility and potential features of a virtual heart valve implant 

system and how the assets available at the Medical Devices Center and its collaborators could 

form a useful virtual support tool for transcatheter aortic valve replacement. In essence, the 

research questions are the following: What features and functions should a virtual heart valve 

implant system include for being useful to clinicians for finding the best transcatheter aortic 

valve implant model, size, position and orientation. What features and functions should a virtual 

heart valve implant system include for being useful to engineers for helping develop better 

implants? The learning outcomes of this thesis work could set a conceptual foundation on which 

a virtual heart valve implant system could be developed on. 

1.3 Limitations 

The thesis work was limited by not having access to feedback from clinicians who have 

previously performed TAVR. Feedback was also limited by not having access to engineers who 

have taken part in developing transcatheter aortic valve implants. Furthermore, the thesis work 

was limited by relying on help from the Interactive Visualization Lab in the software 

implementation process. 

1.4 Delimitations 

The practical thesis work was limited to taking place at the University of Minnesota and was 

limited by time from June to November, 2014. It was also decided that the thesis work would not 

focus on the existence and availability of soft assets at the Medical Devices Center and its 

collaborators for evaluating the hypothesis. 

1.5 Report outline  

This report is divided into six chapters, including the introduction. The frame of reference 

chapter deals with subjects and previous research relevant for understanding the thesis work and 

its implications. The workflow and approach for carrying out the purpose of the thesis work is 

detailed in the implementation chapter. The results of the implementation process are presented 

in the results chapter. A discussion with conclusions around the implementation and results 
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chapters is performed in the discussions and conclusions chapter. Finally the report is ended by 

recommendations and suggestions for future work. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 
 

Subjects that are relevant for understanding the thesis are presented in this chapter. This 

includes an overview of how the human heart functions and a description of the aortic root and 

valve features that are relevant to TAVR. Next, aortic stenosis and different treatment methods 

are described. A brief review of previous simulations on or related to TAVR is presented. Also, 

an overview of existing ideation and concept evaluation methods is presented.  

2.1 Brief heart anatomy lesson 

In order to comprehend the impact aortic stenosis and its related treatments can have on the 

heart, it is important to have basic understanding of how the heart functions and the name of 

different parts. This chapter will attempt to briefly describe the functions of important parts that 

are relevant in relation to this thesis work. 

 

The four chambers of the heart 
Fig. 2 shows the four chambers of the human heart; the right and left atrium and the right and left 

ventricle. The naming convention for left and right may seem unintuitive, but imagine viewing 

the heart inside a person standing on the opposite side of your perspective. In the same way that 

a person’s left arm is on your perceived right side, the left side of the heart will be on your 

perceived right side [18]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Human heart cross-section illustration. 

 
Blood flow 
Fig. 3 displays the blood flow to and from the heart. Deoxygenated blood enters and collects in 

the right atrium primarily through the superior and inferior vena cava. The blood is then pumped 
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past the tricuspid valve to the right ventricle, from which it is then pumped past the pulmonary 

valve and through the pulmonary artery to finally enter the lungs. Oxygenated blood exiting the 

lungs collects in the left atrium, from which it is then pumped through the mitral valve (also 

known as the bicuspid valve) to collect in the left ventricle. From the left ventricle, oxygenated 

blood is pumped past the aortic valve to finally flow through the rest of your body and to 

eventually return to the right atrium once again [18]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Left: Deoxygenated blood flow (blue) to and from the right side of the heart. Right: Oxygenated 

blood flow (red) to and from on the left side of the heart. 

 

Conduction system 
The contraction of the heart is controlled by the electrical conduction system shown in Fig. 4. 

The pace of the heart is controlled by the sinoatrial node that sends an electrical impulse through 

both atria, causing them to contract at the same time. The electrical impulse then arrives at the 

atrioventricular node to travel through the right and left bundle branches to eventually cause the 

two ventricles to contract simultaneously [18].  

 

 

Fig. 4. Conduction system of the heart. 
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The aortic valve 
When the left ventricle contracts, blood can flow freely past the aortic valve, and when the left 

ventricle relaxes the aortic valve keeps blood from flowing back. The aortic valve consists of 

three cusps (also known as leaflets) as seen in Fig. 5. The coronary arteries supply the heart itself 

with blood and can be found beginning in the aortic sinus which is an anatomic dilation just 

above the aortic valve [18]. 

 

 

Fig. 5. “Unrolled” view of the aortic valve and sinus. 

 
Every heart is different 
Every heart is different and variances occur due to patient anatomy, lifestyle and pathology [5].  

Along with a normal heart, two extreme heart conditions are illustrated in Fig. 6: Hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy and dilated cardiomyopathy. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is distinguished by 

the increased thickness of the septum around the left and right ventricle and commonly also by 

reduced volume of the left ventricle. Dilated cardiomyopathy is often indicated by the dilation of 

the left ventricle (or both) and reduced contraction capability [19]. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Left: Normal heart. Middle: Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Right: Dilated cardiomyopathy. 
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2.2 Aortic stenosis 

Aortic stenosis is the narrowing of the aortic valve opening. Calcific aortic stenosis is caused by 

calcium depositing on the aortic valve cusps, thus narrowing the opening and reducing valve 

function [18]. Aortic stenosis can also be congenital or caused by rheumatic valve disease [20] 

[21]. Severe symptoms of aortic stenosis include angina, syncope (transient loss of 

consciousness) and heart failure [21]. Among participants over the age of 65 in a study by the 

American Heart Association in 2010 showed that 2% suffered from aortic stenosis [2]. This 

number was shown to rise at the age of 75 years or older in a study by Nkomo et al where 4.6% 

of the participants displayed aortic stenosis. The same study also showed a higher prevalence of 

aortic stenosis among men than among women [22]. The average survival rate of symptomatic 

aortic stenosis, if left untreated, is two to three years [23]. Fig. 7 illustrates what a normal aortic 

valve looks like and what severe calcific aortic stenosis can look like: 

 

 

Fig. 7. Normal aortic valve and aortic valve with calcific stenosis.  

2.3 Treatment of aortic stenosis 

The choice between surgical or TAVR procedure is based on the operative risk, patient frailty, 

and other morbid conditions that the patient may be suffering from. In practice guidelines 

released in 2014 by the American College of Cardiology and American Heart Association, 

treatment of aortic stenosis by surgical aortic valve replacement was recommended in patients 

with low or intermediate surgical risk [24]. Around a third of patients above the age of 75 may 

not qualify for surgical aortic valve replacement [25]. For patients with prohibitive surgical risk, 

TAVR was recommended, and in patients with high surgical risk, it was considered a reasonable 

alternative to surgery [24]. Similar recommendations were given in practice guidelines released 

by the European Society of Cardiology and the European Association for Cardio-Thoracic 

Surgery in 2012 [26].  

 

Surgical aortic valve replacement 
Surgical aortic valve replacement is performed by accessing the heart in an invasive manner. An 

incision is made in the ascending aorta in order to reach the aortic valve and the stenotic valve is 

then excised so that the aortic valve prosthesis can be sutured in [6]. 
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For surgical aortic valve replacement, the important choice is between a mechanical valve 

implant and a biological tissue implant [26] [27]. A lifelong intake of anticoagulants is 

recommended for patients that receive a mechanical valve implant [28] [29]. Previously it was 

also recommended to prescribe anticoagulants for three months to patients that received a 

bioprosthetic valve implant [28], but studies have shown that it is not required or that clinical 

practice differs from that recommendation [30] [31]. 

 

Modern mechanical valve implants are proven durable to the degree where they can be 

guaranteed to outlast the patient [6]. For example, the St. Jude Medical Valve has a proven track 

record of consistently lasting more than 20 years [32]. Bioprosthetic valve implants do not have 

the same durability as mechanical valve implants, but certain cases with bioprosthetic valve 

implants have been proven to last for more than 20 years [33]. Also, bioprosthetic valve implants 

have the advantage of being able to receive a valve-in-valve implant with the help of a minimally 

invasive transcatheter procedure. The first case of valve-in-valve implantation was reported in 

2007 [34]. 

 

Even though patient-prosthesis mismatch in most cases does not have a negative effect on patient 

survival [35], an attempt is made to fit the biggest implant possible with the help of implant-

specific sizing tools to avoid patient-prosthesis mismatch [6]. 

 

Transcatheter aortic valve replacement 
The TAVR procedure utilizes a thin and flexible catheter to deliver the aortic valve implant. The 

procedure starts when a thin pigtail guide wire catheter of 5F to 6F in diameter (3 French = 1 

millimeter) is given arterial access through the selected entry-way to help guide subsequent 

catheters. Vascular entryways include any of the femoral arteries, subclavian arteries or the 

aorta. It is also possible to gain entry through the apex of the heart. With the guide wire in place, 

a catheter for balloon valvuloplasty is passed along the guide wire which then gets inflated to 

dilate the stenotic and calcified native aortic valve, preparing it for the implant. Following the 

balloon valvuloplasty, the implant-carrying catheter (14F to 26F depending on implant size and 

entry-way) is inserted. It is important that the chosen vascular path can support the thickness of 

the chosen catheter. The aortic valve implant is crimped on to the tip of the delivery catheter and 

once it reaches its desired position it is deployed by balloon expansion. Alternatively, a self-

expanding valve can be deployed without the use of balloon expansion. Imaging techniques used 

during the procedure include fluoroscopy (with angiography) and transthoracic 

echocardiography or transesophageal echocardiography. [36] [37] [38] [39]. The average 30-day 

mortality rate is around 10% and the 1-year mortality rate is slightly above 20% [40].  

 

Different implant types exist, mainly balloon-expandable and self-expandable (Fig. 8), with the 

self-expandable implants being made from nitinol alloy that feature temperature-dependent 

shape memory. Almost all implants consist of biological leaflets (porcine or bovine tissue) that 

are attached inside a metal stent. There are also several generations of implants available due to 

implant designs constantly being improved. Transcatheter aortic valve implants also come in 

different sizes to accommodate different patients and their varying anatomies. Different implant 

models can vary in terms of features. Notable features of different valves include redeployment, 

repositioning and even implant retrieval [10] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45]. 
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Fig. 8. Examples of TAVR implants. Left: Balloon-expandable. Right: Self-expandable. 

 

The first human case description of transcather aortic valve replacement was published in 2002 

by Cribier et al [46]. Following that, it took 5 years for the Conformité Européenne to approve 

the first two commercial transcatheter aortic valve implants in Europe, manufactured by Edwards 

Lifesciences and Medtronic [47] [48]. Since then, several new devices have been approved and 

the adoption rate of TAVR has increased rapidly in Europe. The United States Food and Drug 

Administration followed with its first commercial approval four years later in 2011 [49].  

 

A study by Mylotte et al found that between 2009 and 2011, TAVR had more than tripled in 

Western Europe, from around 4,500 to more than 18,000 procedures annually. Germany was 

found to be the keenest adopter with more than 40% of total procedures. In the same study, the 

average market penetration rate of TAVR was estimated to be only 17.9% in Europe in 2011 

[50]. In 2013, U.S. market penetration was estimated much higher at 50% [51].  

 

Pre-procedural planning for transcatheter aortic valve replacement 
When the decision has been made to treat a patient’s aortic stenosis with the help of a 

transcatheter procedure, preparations have to be made before the aortic valve can be replaced. 

First, an appropriate route of implantation has to be found. Angiography can be used for 

screening patient vascular pathway tortuosity [52]. Computerized tomography (CT) can be used 

for accurate determination of vascular internal diameters and also for determining the level of 

vascular calcification [53]. 

 

As well as finding a suitable vascular pathway, sizing of the implant has to be performed before 

the implantation procedure. Accurate sizing has been found to be a principal predictor for 

treatment success [54]. Prosthesis-patient mismatch (sizing, positioning and orientation) has 

been shown to contribute to less favorable treatment results [55]. 

 

To determine the implant size, images are taken of the aortic valve for measuring the 

circumference, and smallest and largest diameter [56]. Other dimensions are also measured 

before the implantation, such as the diameter of the ascending aorta and the geometry of the 

aortic valvar complex [57]. Different techniques can be used, such as transthoracic 

echocardiography, transesophageal echocardiography, contrast angiography, multi-slice 

computerized tomography or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [36]. Even though all imaging 

techniques provide a similar assessment, correct sizing mandates the use of different techniques 

for implant valve sizing [58]. Kasel et al concluded in a paper from 2013 that 3-dimensional 

imaging will play a pivotal role for TAVR and implant selection in the future [59]. 
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Complications related to transcatheter aortic valve replacement 
Complications related to TAVR that may occur include paravalvular regurgitation, coronary 

artery occlusion, stroke or the need for a permanent pacemaker. Below, each complication and 

findings by clinical personnel are detailed. 

Paravalvular regurgitation 

Paravalvular regurgitation is the ejection of blood back into the left ventricle around the 

deployed valve implant (Fig. 9). It may occur as a result of prosthesis-patient mismatch, such as 

incorrect sizing, poor positioning or incomplete expansion of the implant [36] [60]. Although 

there is no standardized method to grade paravalvular regurgitation, it is often divided into three 

different groups; mild, moderate and severe [61]. Mild levels of paravalvular regurgitation were 

found by Tamburino et al to be very common and has been associated with an increased risk of 

mortality [37] [62] [63]. In a meta-analysis by Généreux et al, the level of moderate and severe 

paravalvular regurgitation was found to be much lower, with a combined total of 7.4% [61]. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Paravalvular regurgitation illustrated by red features. 

Coronary artery occlusion 

Coronary artery occlusion is a complication that may occur when a native valve leaflet is 

displaced so that it occludes a coronary ostium after the deployment of the valve implant (Fig. 

10), drastically reducing the blood supply to the heart [12] [64]. The incidence rate was reported 

to be less than 1% in a study encompassing almost 6,700 patients [12]. However, it has been 

documented that upon onset of the complication, it potentially leads to a rapid fatal outcome [12] 

[65]. Women have been found to be subject to this complication more than men [12] [66]. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Coronary artery occlusion shown inside the red circle. 
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Stroke 

Patients that undergo TAVR can in some cases suffer from stroke caused by embolic debris. In 

as many as 75% of TAVR procedures, macroscopic embolic debris may attempt to travel to the 

brain [67]. However, comparatively few patients will suffer from severe stroke as Daneault et al 

found that the in-hospital incidence rate was 4.4% [13]. A lower incidence rate was found in a 

more recent study by Mack et al with an in-hospital stroke rate of 2% and 2.8% within 30 days 

after the procedure [68]. Embolic filters or deflectors can be used in patients where the risk of 

stroke is estimated to be high [69]. 

Cardiac arrhythmia and permanent pacemaker implantation 

In some cases of TAVR patients may come to suffer from cardiac arrhythmia caused by the 

implant stent interfering with the heart’s own conduction system. Permanent pacemaker 

implantation after TAVR has been found to vary from 6.6% up to 39% [68] [70] [71] [72] with 

the average permanent pacemaker implantation rate being 17% as found by Steinberg et al [73]. 

Two causes for TAVR cardiac arrhythmias have been found to be implant oversizing and how 

deep the implant has been positioned [71] [72] [74]. 

2.4 Heart and implant modelling and simulation 

In recent years simulations of full heart modelling and simulations of transcatheter aortic valve 

implants have emerged. Below, brief descriptions of notable heart and implant modelling that are 

relevant to this thesis are presented. 

 

Heart simulations 
Recently, notable efforts in full heart modeling and simulation have been done by the Living 

Heart Project as described by Baillargeon et al in 2014 [75]. Their proof-of-concept heart 

included the simulation of electric potential, mechanical displacement and muscle fiber strain, 

from which they were able to extrapolate pressure-volume relationships for comparisons with 

clinical data. Ultimately, the Living Heart Project hopes to provide heart simulation technology 

that can be used for education, training, medical device design, testing, and for regulatory 

science [76]. 

 

Implant simulations 
FEops (Ghent, Belgium) specializes and offers services in patient-implant interaction modeling, 

in particular of minimally invasive cardiovascular devices. Their technology is able to simulate 

and accurately assess stent deformation and apposition, stent stress, native valve leaflet 

displacement, and calcium displacement in highly calcified models of the aortic root and valve. 

Their simulation technology called TAVIguide can be used for pre-procedural planning for 

predicting patient-specific implant interaction, but has not yet been approved for use in a clinical 

setting [77] [78].  

 

Simulation of patient-implant interactions with transcatheter aortic valve implants is not unique 

to FEops. In a paper from 2012, Capelli et al presented their results of patient-specific 

simulations of transcatheter aortic valve implants being expanded inside bioprosthetic aortic 

valve implants in a handful of patient models (valve-in-valve implantation simulation) [79]. 

More recently, Morganti et al have described their results of patient-implant interaction 

simulation where they investigated stent and annulus stress, together with the risk of 

paravalvular leakage and comparisons with two clinical cases. They found that their simulation 

approach could potentially be a reliable tool for virtual evaluation of clinical aspects of TAVR 

[80]. 
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2.5 Ideation generation and concept evaluation methods 

In addition to having knowledge of the human heart and treatment of aortic stenosis, it is useful 

to have knowledge of different idea generation and concept evaluation methods for 

understanding the work undertaken in this thesis. A brief review is given on different idea 

generation and concept evaluation methods from which different elements have been borrowed 

during the implementation phase. 

 

Brainstorming 
A method that in many ways has become synonymous with idea generation is brainstorming. It 

is a proven and well-defined method and should not be used for describing idea generation in 

general. Brainstorming is a verbal group activity where 5 to 15 participants (of which one acts as 

the facilitator) give suggestions on ideas. The group should strive for a large quantity of unique 

ideas; even suggesting seemingly crazy ideas is encouraged. A large number of ideas increase 

the chance that a select few ideas are great, and sometimes the seemingly crazy ideas are not so 

crazy after slight modification. The participants should also attempt to combine and complete 

ideas, as new solutions might be uncovered by doing so. During the process, no evaluation or 

criticism of generated ideas is allowed. That is performed at a later stage [81].  

 

6-3-5 brainwriting 
The method gets its name from six people writing or drawing three ideas in five minutes. A 

problem definition is given to the group and each participant must then write or draw three ideas 

on a piece of paper in five minutes. After five minutes, each participant must pass on their paper 

with ideas on to the next participant. Again, the participants get five minutes to either add new 

ideas or build on existing ones. The idea generation session comes to an end when all the papers 

have been passed past every participant. The advantage of brainwriting is that each participant 

gets the opportunity to contribute on equal terms, where vocal participants would otherwise 

dominate the process [81] [82]. 

 

Idea harvesting and treatment 
Another method for organizing and refining ideas is the idea harvesting and treatment method. A 

matrix is first created with four categories that ideas are sorted into: Broad concepts, concepts, 

specific ideas, and beginning ideas. With all the ideas sorted into the matrix, blanks in the matrix 

should become apparent. For increasing the number of ideas, the team members should attempt 

to fill in many of the blanks, either by generating new ideas or by reworking ideas to fit another 

category.  

 

The next step is to take the ideas in the matrix and strengthen them where possible. Begin by 

taking an idea and listing its constraints. Maybe one idea seems very expensive, but can it be 

made less expensive? Another idea might be constrained by legal boundaries, but with a few 

simple modifications it might become feasible. Generate ideas within the team in an attempt to 

overcome constraints. The final step in strengthening the ideas is to recognize different 

stakeholders involved and what points of view or concerns the stakeholders have. Improve the 

ideas based on the different points of view and concerns to make them stronger [82]. 

 

Concept tree 
The concept tree is an idea generation method that starts with defining an initial purpose to be 

fulfilled. Original ideas on how the purpose is to be fulfilled are generated and connected to the 

initial purpose. Based on the original ideas, concepts are generated and connected to their 

corresponding original idea. The process continues by generating ideas based on each concept, 

and connecting them to their corresponding concept. If possible, even more concepts could be 

generated and connected to the latest ideas. Eventually the structure of the connections between 
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ideas and concepts will form a tree that contains a long list of ideas, similar to that in Fig. 11. 

The concept tree method is method that can be useful for uncovering new ideas and solutions for 

old and well-known problems [82]. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Example of concept tree diagram. 

 

KJ method 
The KJ method (named after Professor Jiro Kawakita who developed it) is used for organizing, 

refining, and prioritizing generated ideas. Each idea that has been generated in a previous idea 

generation session should be written on a sticky note and randomly placed on a wall. The ideas 

should then be grouped into labelled and unique categories that are relevant, with similar ideas 

pasted on top of each other. Ideas that are difficult to categorize can be put aside for later 

consideration. Finally, the team members that have helped generate, refine, and categorize the 

ideas should decide on which ideas or which categories of ideas seem the most promising. This 

can be done by different forms of voting or by discussing each idea and category to try and form 

consensus. The advantage of the KJ method is that it can help reduce a vast number of ideas and 

allow the group to only focus on the most promising ones [82]. 

 

Pugh’s concept selection matrix 
The concept selection matrix developed by Stuart Pugh is a method for evaluating, comparing, 

and choosing between different concepts that have been generated. An example can be seen in 

Table 1. Each concept is judged by a set of weighted criteria. A criterion with a higher weight is 

deemed as more influential. The total weight of all criteria is not important, as long as the 

weights of the criteria are representative relative to each other.  

 

First, a concept must be appointed to serve as the baseline. It could be an existing solution that is 

the industry-standard, a solution that everyone is familiar with, or any other concept the team 

members think is a good reference concept. The baseline concept receives a neutral score of 0 for 

all criteria. All the other concepts are compared to the baseline concept by giving them a + for 

“better than”, - for “worse than”, or 0 for “similar” based on each criterion.  

 

When all concepts have been evaluated on each criterion, their corresponding net score can be 

calculated. For example, Concept D in Table 1 receives two points from Criterion #1, four points 

from Criterion #2, zero points from Criterion #3 and #5, and loses 1 point from Criterion #4. 
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The net score of Concept D becomes 2+4+0-1+0 = 5 points. From the example in Table 1, the 

best solution seems to be Concept D. 

Table 1. Example of Pugh’s concept selection matrix. 

 Concepts: 

Selection criteria: Weight Baseline Concept A Concept B Concept C Concept D 

Criterion #1 2 0 + + - + 

Criterion #2 4 0 0 - + + 

Criterion #3 5 0 - + - 0 

Criterion #4 1 0 + - - - 

Criterion #5 2 0 + 0 + 0 

 Net score: 0 0 2 -2 5 

 

The outcome of the concept selection matrix should not be perceived as a decisive answer. 

Before moving on with one or several concepts, the team should first discuss the outcome of the 

concept selection matrix and determine if it provides a believable result that the team can accept 

[82] [83]. 
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3 Implementation 
 

In this chapter the implementation process is described; from how challenges with TAVR were 

recognized, to postulating a proposed solution and its potential benefits. Also included in this 

chapter are how the idea space for the proposed solution was explored and structured, and how 

the proof of concept prototype was created. 

3.1 Chosen prototype development approach 

For this thesis the implementation process was divided into four distinct phases: Problem 

definition, idea generation, exploring and structuring of the idea space, and prototyping. 

Following the four phases was a short evaluation phase that suffered from a pre-imposed time 

limit on the project. 

 

The goal of the problem definition phase was to find what challenges clinicians and engineers 

face when trying to solve problems related to TAVR. The objective of the idea generation was 

not only to generate enough ideas to find a few good ones to base a prototype on, but a large 

number of good ideas to also evaluate the potential of a virtual heart valve implant system. 

During the phase of exploring and structuring of the idea space, ideas were developed further 

and elaborated on, and structured in a way that a minimum viable product idea could be 

identified. At the same time, the structuring of the ideas also helped visualize where most of the 

value of a virtual heart valve implant system could be found. Finally, the prototyping phase 

utilized the identified minimum viable product idea to build a proof of concept prototype. The 

implementation process was concluded with a brief evaluation of the proof of concept prototype. 

3.2 Recognizing challenges with TAVR 

The recognition of challenges related to TAVR and the procedure began with a visit to the 

Visible Heart Lab. An interview with a member of the Medical Devices Center possessing 

knowledge of TAVR revealed further challenges. Sparked by the visit to the VHL and the 

interview, a deep-study of scientific papers on the subject of TAVR helped form a complete 

picture. The focus was on identifying challenges faced by clinicians and engineers when treating 

patients or developing new implants, not the complications patients may face when being treated 

for aortic stenosis with TAVR. 

 

A visit to the Visible Heart Lab 
A visit to the Visible Heart Lab revealed the explicit need statement for a better way to 

determine the appropriate implant size for each patient that required replacement of their aortic 

valve. Today, to determine the appropriate size for the implant, CT-scans are taken of the patient 

and then used for carefully measuring the annulus diameter where the implant is most 

appropriately positioned. Instead, it was suggested that using a reconstructed 3D model of the 

patient’s relevant anatomy could be a more accurate way for determining the appropriate implant 

size. 

 

Interview with the Medical Devices Center TAVR expert 
A qualitative semi-open interview was conducted with the Medical Devices Center’s in-house 

expert on TAVR to further understand TAVR and get an insight in what state the technology was 

in and what challenges it was facing. Primarily high-level questions about TAVR were asked, 

such as how the procedure works, who manufactures the implants, what implant types are 

available, and what in particular is difficult with the procedure. The interview primarily revealed 
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that the sizing of the implant is a crucial step but also difficult due to how hearts can be very 

different in size and shape and how current imaging techniques do not offer the desired fidelity.  

 

Recognizing TAVR challenges in scientific literature 
An in-depth study of scientific papers related to TAVR was performed, aided by the information 

gathered from the visit to the Visible Heart Lab and the interview with the Medical Devices 

Center TAVR expert. For finding papers on TAVR in scientific literature, MNCAT Discovery 

was used (http://www.lib.umn.edu/), along with Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com/). 

Keywords and search queries used included “transcatheter aortic valve”, “aortic stenosis”, 

“transcatheter aortic imaging”, “transcatheter simulation”, “aortic valve replacement”, 

“TAVR”, and “paravalvular regurgitation”. Over 40 different peer-reviewed papers together 

with a handful of editorials and commentaries on or closely related to the subject of TAVR were 

found and collected. The papers were scoured for cues or explicit statements on problems related 

to TAVR that could be solved with the help of a proposed ‘virtual heart valve implant system’.  

 

Six principal TAVR challenges identified 
Six principal problems were identified from information gathered from the visit to the Visible 

Heart Lab, the interview with the Medical Devices Center’s in-house TAVR expert, and the in-

depth study of scientific literature. The first three problems were primarily faced by clinicians 

during pre-procedure and the three latter problems were primarily faced by engineers when 

designing new implants. 

 

The first challenge among clinicians lies in the fact that each and every heart is different, but 

each implant is not. Out of the implants available, it is important to find the one that fits best. 

However, even the best fitting implant will not be a perfect fitting implant (Fig. 12). 

 

 

Fig. 12.  Each and every heart is different in shape and size, each transcatheter aortic valve implant is not. 

http://www.lib.umn.edu/
http://scholar.google.com/
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The second challenge that clinicians face is the quality of the imaging and visualization 

techniques that they use. Often, they leave much to be desired in terms of fidelity (Fig. 13). 

 

 

Fig. 13.  Current imaging and visualization techniques often leave much to be desired. 

The third challenge faced by clinicians is that it is difficult to know for certain which 

implantation approach is the best. Often, the decision is partially based on experience and 

intuition (Fig. 14).  

 

 

Fig. 14. Determining the best implantation approach is often based on experience and intuition. (Left: 

Example of femoral approach. Right: Example of apical approach). 
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A challenge that engineers face is that the prototyping and evaluation of new implant designs is a 

slow process (Fig. 15). 

 

 

Fig. 15. Prototyping and evaluation of new implant designs is a slow process. 

Another challenge that implant designers and engineers face is that new implant designs require 

live testing before approval. There are a lot of regulations involved before live testing can be 

performed (Fig. 16). 

 

 

Fig. 16. Live testing and evaluation of new implant designs involve strict regulations. 
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The third challenge that engineers have to deal with is that new implants have to be designed to 

fit a wide spectrum of heart shapes and sizes (Fig. 17). 

 

 

Fig. 17. New implants have to be designed to fit a wide spectrum of heart shapes and sizes. 

3.3 Proposed solution to TAVR challenges 

In the beginning of this thesis it was stated that the purpose of the thesis work was to explore the 

feasibility and potential features of a virtual heart valve implant system. A system and approach 

that could solve the six identified problems was proposed in Fig. 18 to Fig. 21. 
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The first step in the proposed solution is to scan the patient anatomy (Fig. 18). 

 

 

Fig. 18. Step 1: Scan patient anatomy. 

The second step in the proposed solution is to take the patient-specific scans and reconstruct a 

virtual model of the patient. In the case of transcatheter aortic valve replacement it would be of 

interest to reconstruct the heart, aorta, and also parts of the vascular system (Fig. 19). 

 

 

Fig. 19. Step 2: Use patient specific-scans to reconstruct a virtual model of relevant patient anatomy. 
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The third step is to use the reconstructed model of the patient and simulate the patient-implant 

interaction in a safe virtual environment (Fig. 20). 

 

 

Fig. 20. Step 3: Simulate patient-implant interaction in a virtual patient model. 

The final step is to evaluate the simulation results in a virtual heart valve implant system and 

decide on the optimum procedure approach (Fig. 21). 

 

 

Fig. 21. Step 4: Evaluate simulation results in a virtual heart valve implant system. 
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3.4 Benefits of proposed solution 

The proposed solution to the six identified problems that could be solved with the help of a 

virtual heart valve implant system was then assumed to yield six benefits. The first benefit would 

be the improved visualization of patient anatomy thanks to the reconstructed virtual model of the 

patient (Fig. 22). 

 

 

Fig. 22. Improved visualization of patient anatomy. 

The second benefit would be that different implantation approaches can be tested in a safe virtual 

environment in search for the best approach (Fig. 23). 

 

 

Fig. 23. Different approaches can be tested in a safe virtual environment to find the best approach. 
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A third benefit would be in form of reduced post-procedural complications, thanks to virtual pre-

procedural testing (Fig. 24). 

 

 

Fig. 24. Virtual testing can help reduce post-procedural complications. 

The fourth benefit would be that virtual prototyping and testing could speed up the design and 

evaluation process of new implants (Fig. 25). 

 

 

Fig. 25.  Virtual prototyping and evaluation can speed up the design process 
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With the help of accurate simulations, a fifth benefit would be that live testing and their 

associated regulations could be circumvented (Fig. 26). 

 

 

Fig. 26. With accurate simulations, live testing and their associated regulations can be circumvented. 

The final benefit would be that virtual reconstruction of patient-specific anatomy can allow for 

custom-made implants to match each specific patient for optimum treatment (Fig. 27). 

 

 

Fig. 27. Patient-specific data allows for custom-made implants to match each specific patient for best 

treatment. 
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3.5 Idea generation for a Virtual Heart Valve Implant System 

For generating ideas on what features and elements the proposed virtual heart valve implant 

system could consist of, an idea generation session was held. An invitation was sent out to select 

staff of the Medical Devices Center, the Interactive Visualization Lab and the Visible Heart Lab. 

Included with the invitation; a briefing on TAVR was attached in order to bring everyone to the 

same minimum level of knowledge (Appendix I. Briefing for ideation session). For the idea 

generation session, 10 out of 12 invitees attended the session. Two with a biomedical 

engineering background, two with a background in computer science, and six with various 

mechanical engineering or medical science background. Only a few of the participants had 

familiarized themselves with the TAVR briefing document. 

 

The idea generation session was 60 minutes long. As a complement to the document that was 

attached in the invitation, the first 15 minutes were spent on presenting and explaining the 

TAVR procedure. The rest of the ideation session was divided into three parts: Two short 

individual idea generation rounds lasting approximately 10 minutes and a round of presentation 

within the group of all the generated to conclude the idea generation session. 

 

The method used for the idea generation session borrowed elements from brainstorming and 6-3-

5 brainwriting in an attempt to capture the advantages of both methods. Each participant had 

access to an A3 sheet of paper, pens and pencils for drawing and writing anything that came to 

their mind. Evaluation and critical thinking of ideas during the idea generation was not allowed. 

Additionally, the participants were encouraged to classify their ideas as ‘easy’, ‘tough’ or 

‘crazy’, in order to free them of the sense that the generated ideas should be feasible and 

therefore allow them to generate a greater number of ideas.  

 

For the two individual idea generation rounds, the participants were divided into two groups with 

different focus areas. The first group would concern itself with generating ideas for valve design, 

engineering, and simulation purposes. The other group would concentrate on generating ideas for 

pre- and periprocedural purposes. After the first round was over, the groups would switch focus 

areas and also inherit the ideas generated by the previous group to build upon during the second 

10 minute idea generation round. 

 

To conclude the idea generation session, each participant presented his or her generated ideas to 

the rest of the participants while explaining and elaborating on them in the process. All of the 

ideas were then collected for documentation. In total, 80 ideas were generated, out of which 70 

were unique. 

3.6 Idea documentation 

Immediately after the idea generation session, all the ideas were compiled into a list. The ideas 

were sorted into five categories: Easy, tough, crazy, non-graded and full system ideas, depending 

on the nature of each idea. With the help of the full list of the ideas, those that were considered 

irrelevant or beyond crazy, were filtered out. Ideas that were very similar to each other were 

combined into one idea, and compound ideas were broken apart into smaller ideas. After this 

process, 43 ideas remained. The process borrowed elements from the KJ method and helped put 

focus on the best ideas. 

 

After the list of ideas was compiled, each idea was documented, elaborated on and evaluated in 

more detail. To help with this task, an idea evaluation template was created, see Appendix II. 

Idea documentation template. The idea evaluation template consisted of the following elements:  
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 Idea name and description of the idea. 

 A description of why the idea is important or valuable. 

 A linear scale from 1 to 10 where the user value of the idea is estimated. 
1- Minimal value 

2- Very low value 

3- Low value 

4- Some value 

5- Moderately valuable 

6- Valuable 

7- Very valuable 

8- Exceedingly valuable 

9- Extremely valuable 

10- Invaluable 

 

 A logarithmic scale from 1 to 11 (to comfortably cover the whole spectrum without an 

excessive number of steps) where the expected work effort is estimated. 
1- One day 

2- A few days 

3- A week 

4- A few weeks 

5- A month 

6- A few months 

7- 6 months 

8- A year 

9- 3 to 5 years 

10- 10 years 

11- A lifetime 

 

 Prerequisites for realizing the idea. 

 Challenges involved in realizing the idea. 

 How the idea could be simplified or broken up into smaller parts. 

 How to continue refine and improve the idea after it has been realized. 

3.7 Idea connections 

After the ideas had been generated, documented, filtered, and further elaborated, connections 

between the ideas were made. Two types of connections between ideas were identified while 

studying how each idea related to every other idea; dependency connections and contribution 

connections. A dependency connection denoted if the realization of one idea depended on the 

realization of another idea. A contribution connection denoted if one idea could significantly 

contribute to the value of another idea. 

 

A review in literature such as Product Design and Development by Ulrich and Eppinger, 

Produktutveckling by Johanneson et al, as well as The Innovator's Toolkit: 50+ Techniques for 

Predictable and Sustainable Organic Growth by Silverstein et al did not reveal any existing 

methods for handling dependency and contribution connections between ideas [81] [82] [83]. 

Therefore a diagram was created with Visio 2013 (Microsoft) to help understand the dependency 

and contribution connections between all ideas, and also to get an overview of how all the ideas 

were connected. The first draft of the diagram had the following structure (Fig. 28): 
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Fig. 28. First draft of idea connection structure. 

 

In the middle sat the idea that was the basis for all other ideas, this idea was called the minimum 

viable product (MVP); a term coined by Frank D. Robinson and popularized by Silicon Valley 

entrepreneur Eric Ries. It is a term for a product idea that requires a very low amount of effort 

for the great amount of user feedback it can provide, a way to gauge the potential user value of a 

product for a low amount of development effort. Here it also acts as the simplest idea that could 

potentially form the core of the virtual heart valve implant system. Around the MVP idea were 

all the other ideas. Easy ideas were placed close to the MVP, and tough and crazy ideas further 

away. Between the ideas, dependency and contribution connections were then made. It was 

quickly realized that this structure would be very difficult to overview with over 40 ideas. 

Instead, a tree structure was attempted, similar to that of the concept tree method: 
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Fig. 29. Draft for idea tree structure. 

 

The MVP idea sat in the middle with ideas branching off of it with dependency connections.  

Ideas that were considered as heavy contributors were placed in the trunk, which reduced the 

amount of contribution connections, compared to the previous diagram structure. Ideas that 

contributed to other ideas, but that were not part of the trunk, utilized a pink dashed arrow to 

denote a contribution connection. Furthermore, value/effort ratios were included from the idea 

documentation phase, in order to make it possible to see which ideas could provide a lot of user 

value with little work effort. For example, a higher value/effort ratio of 7/4 is better than 5/4. 

 

All the 43 ideas were arranged according to the tree structure (see 4.4 Idea Connection Tree or 

Appendix IV. Large idea connection tree) and assigned a color based on their estimated 

difficulty level. Green for easy, yellow for tough, and orange for crazy ideas. The connections 

between the ideas were found by carefully examining each idea and going through several 

revisions of the connections until they all made sense. Already in early revisions it was apparent 

which idea would form the MVP that could be expanded upon by all the other ideas. 
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The MVP idea on which the proof of concept prototype would be based on was identified to be 

the following: 

 

“Virtual assembling system where fitting of different valve implant 3D models can be done by 

placing them inside different patient-specific heart (or aorta) 3D models, in order to find the 

most suitable implant model and size to be implanted in the patient.” 

3.8 Creating the proof of concept prototype 

A proof of concept prototype was created based on the MVP idea identified from the idea 

connection tree. The purpose of the proof of concept prototype was to ascertain if it would be 

feasible to determine the appropriate TAVR implant size for a patient on a virtual reality (VR) 

system. The proof of concept prototype required a reconstructed 3D model of a human heart. 

Specifically, only the aorta with the aortic valve was required. A 3D model of a TAVR implant 

in three different sizes was also required.  

 

The Medical Devices Center housed a VR-system created by the Interactive Visualization Lab. It 

was decided that it would be used as a platform for the proof of concept. It was the fastest 

platform to create the prototype for due to already having the features required by the proof of 

concept prototype, and the expertise was available on-site for setting everything up. 

 

A complete set of MRI scans of a heart from a deceased patient were supplied by the Visible 

Heart Lab. The set of MRI scans were loaded into Mimics (Materialise), software designed for 

processing medical imaging. With the help of Mimics and the MRI scans, a full heart 3D model 

was reconstructed (Fig. 30 and Fig. 31). The heart 3D model was then loaded into 3ds Max 2013 

(Autodesk), software for 3D modelling, where everything but the aorta and the aortic valve was 

removed. Furthermore, the aortic valve was separated from the aorta 3D model and turned into a 

separate object. Finally, the outside surface of the aorta was also deleted and the inside surface of 

the aorta was duplicated, flipped inside out, and transformed slightly bigger to form the new 

outside surface of the aorta 3D model (Fig. 32). 

 

 

Fig. 30.  Reconstructed heart 3D model in Mimics. 
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Fig. 31. Render of reconstructed heart 3D model. The purple render to the left shows the exterior, the green 

render to the right attempts to show features of the interior. 

 

 

 

Fig. 32.  3D model of aorta and aortic valve. 
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Three implant 3D models that resembled the balloon-expandable Edwards Sapien XT 

Transcatheter Heart Valve were created (Fig. 33). The stents were modelled in Solid Edge ST5 

(Siemens PLM), software for computer-aided design, and the valve leaflets in 3ds Max 2013. 

The diameters of the implant 3D models were 23 mm, 26 mm and 29 mm, similar to their real-

life counterparts. 

 

 

Fig. 33. Three transcatheter heart valve implant 3D models. From left to right: 23 mm, 26 mm and 29 mm. 

 

The finished models were sent to the Interactive Visualization Lab for final implementation, 

allowing them to be loaded and manipulated on their VR-system. The figure below shows the 

finished proof of concept prototype (Fig. 34). 

 

 

Fig. 34. Proof of concept prototype with 3D models of implant and reconstructed ascending aorta and valve. 

The user interface of the touchscreen has been blurred due to potentially containing proprietary information. 
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3.9 Evaluating the proof of concept prototype 

A brief evaluation of the proof of concept prototype was conducted. The evaluation consisted of 

loading the aorta 3D model, together with all the three implants onto the VR-system. From there, 

the implants were positioned inside the aorta, one by one. Movement and rotation of the implant 

models was tested, together with a visual evaluation of the amount of interference with each 

implant inside the aorta. 

3.10 Drafting a user interface for other systems  

Since the VR-system at the MDC is not widely available, it could be considered an unlikely 

platform for future potential users of a virtual heart valve implant system. As a first step toward 

exploring the user interface for a virtual heart valve implant system on a different platform, a 

user interface draft was created that would be compatible with the zSpace desktop VR-system 

(www.zspace.com) or a normal PC. 

 

From the proof of concept prototype, key functions were first identified. Additionally, ideas on 

new functions that did not exist on the proof of concept prototype were noted. 

With the help of Adobe Photoshop CS2 (Adobe), digital imaging software, a draft was created. 

The existing and identified functions were then grouped together in menus or groups and placed 

in positions where they would be easy to find and use. At the same time, a lot of space was 

dedicated to the rendering of the aorta and implant models. The result can be found in 4.3 User 

interface draft for other systems.  

http://www.zspace.com/
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4  RESULTS  
 

In this chapter the results produced by the implementation approach are presented. This 

includes the proof of concept prototype and evaluation, the user interface draft for other systems, 

and the idea connection tree and idea connection tree method. 

4.1 Proof of concept prototype 

The proof of concept prototype was based on the existing VR-system at the Medical Devices 

Center (Fig. 35). For the prototype, four 3D models were created: An aorta, a 23 mm implant, a 

26 mm implant, and a 29 mm implant (Fig. 36). With the help of the touchscreen, it was possible 

to move the three different implants around and fit them inside the aorta 3D model to evaluate 

the amount of interference. The VR-system provided full 3D rendering and head tracking that 

allowed the user to lean and peak around the model. Other functions of the VR-system also 

included the possibility to hide and unhide different objects in the scene, slice and view cross 

sections of objects, and link objects so that they can be moved together or individually. 

 

 

Fig. 35. VR-system and the proof of concept prototype. 

 

 

Fig. 36. Aorta and implant 3D models in the VR-system. 
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The three different implants were tested for interference inside the aorta. First the 23 mm implant 

where only slight interference was found (Fig. 37): 

 

   

Fig. 37. 23 mm implant fitted inside the aorta. 

 

Next, the 26 mm implant with a little bit more interference with the aorta than the 23 mm 

implant (Fig. 38): 

 

  

Fig. 38. 26 mm implant fitted inside the aorta. 

 

Finally, the 29 mm implant was fitted inside the aorta where it displayed the most amount of 

interference of all the three implants (Fig. 39). 

 

  

Fig. 39. 29 mm implant fitted inside the aorta. 
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4.2 Results of the proof of concept evaluation 

The brief testing and evaluation of the proof of concept revealed that it was possible to move and 

rotate all the implants in every direction. The movement and rotation of the implants was 

unintuitive and difficult. It was not very easy to make very fine adjustments of the position and 

orientation. 

 

Also revealed during the testing was that the 23 mm implant displayed only minimal amount of 

interference with the aorta. The 26 mm implant displayed moderate amount of interference, and 

the 29 mm implant displayed a large amount of interference. 

4.3 User interface draft for other systems 

The result of the user interface draft for other systems can be seen in Fig. 40. It included a 

number of features from the proof of concept prototype: Object manipulation, camera 

movement, linking and hiding objects.  

 

 

Fig. 40.  User interface draft for other systems. 

 

From the proof of concept prototype, key functions were identified to be the following.  

 

 Rendering the implant and aorta model. 

 Camera movement: Panning, rotation, zooming and restoring the view. 

 Object manipulation: Move, rotate, transform and slicing. 

 Toggle for object hide and show. 

 Linking objects together for object manipulation. 

 

Furthermore, the following functions were considered to potentially be useful and included in the 

draft: 
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 Secondary view, showing the implant from a bird’s-eye view. 

 View presets: Top, bottom, left, right, front, back. 

 Opacity slider for each object. 

 Display relative position and orientation between implant and aorta. 

 Display computer calculated score for implant placement. A score of 0 points indicates a 

perfect placement; a high score indicates suboptimal placement. 

4.4 Idea Connection Tree 

The result of the idea generation session, idea documentation, and idea connection was the Idea 

Connection Tree, shown in Fig. 41 (a larger version can be found in Appendix IV. Large idea 

connection tree). It shows how the 43 ideas are connected to each other in terms of dependency 

and contribution. With the ideas organized in this manner, it is possible to see what ideas return 

the most amount of user value for the least amount of effort and in which general direction it is 

valuable to direct time and resources.  

 

Visualized by the blue arrows are the dependency connections. For example: Idea S2: Native 

valve leaflet displacement is dependent on the realization of idea S1: Implant deployment, which 

in turn is dependent on the realization of the minimum viable product idea. The pink dashed 

arrow tells if the realization of an idea can greatly contribute to the value of another previously 

realized idea. This is exemplified by idea S9: CFD modeling of patient-implant interaction; if 

realized, it would greatly contribute to the value of idea S3: Stent sealing around the aorta.  

 

In the middle of the diagram sits the minimum viable product idea which was determined to be 

the placement of an implant 3D model inside a 3D model of a heart. Four different idea 

categories can be seen branching off the minimum viable product idea for the virtual heart valve 

implant system. The biggest one is the simulation branch which sits above the minimum viable 

product idea. All ideas in this branch are related to simulating different aspects of the 

transcatheter aortic valve implant and its interaction with the patient. To the left of the minimum 

viable product idea is the implant design branch. The ideas in the design branch are related to 

new implant design. To the right of the minimum viable product idea is the library or database 

branch. It houses ideas that relate to saving simulation data, sharing simulation data and finding 

previous simulation data in a secure database. The detached branch includes ideas related to 

simulating catheter operation and implant delivery. 

 

Below the minimum viable product idea sits the trunk of the tree. Ideas are collected in the trunk 

that do not necessarily depend on the realization of other ideas but would greatly contribute to 

the value of many other ideas. Three main segments were identified in the trunk: Visualization, 

implant and patient specific data and user input.  

 

The idea connection tree also displays the expected user value, work effort and challenge of each 

individual idea. The user value, work effort and the value-effort ratio is visualized for each idea 

with numbers while the challenge is visualized by the color of the idea. Green indicates that the 

idea is either considered easy, or has already been seen realized elsewhere, partially or fully. 

Yellow means that the idea is considered tough or challenging, while orange indicates that the 

idea is considered crazy or very difficult. 

 

All the ideas and their complete descriptions (which are an integral part of the thesis result) can 

be found in Appendix III. Idea descriptions. The prefixes C, D, L, I, P, S, and V are a part of 

each idea name and are not of particular importance. 
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Fig. 41.  Idea connection tree for the virtual heart valve implant system. 

 

The Idea Connection Tree method 
Not only is the idea connection tree that can be seen in Fig. 41 a part of the result of this thesis, 

but also the method itself is a result. It should be considered a tool (albeit unproven) for 

visualizing what ideas return the most amount of user value for the least amount of effort and in 

which general direction it is valuable to direct time and resources. It is a tool that can be used in 

projects where the nature of ideas is that they complete each other rather than compete against 
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each other. The suggested approach and workflow for growing an idea connection tree is the 

following: 

 
BRAINSTORM 

Generate a multitude of ideas with any ideation method(s) of choice. Exhaustive idea generation 

is the key to growing a full idea connection tree; do not stop after finding a select few great 

ideas. 

 
DOCUMENT, FILTER, AND DEVELOP IDEAS 

List all the generated ideas and filter out those that are not relevant to the problem to be solved or 

that are completely out of scope. Combine overlapping ideas and break apart compound ideas 

into several individual ideas. Document, clarify, and develop the ideas with the help of the idea 

documentation template that can be found in Appendix II. Idea documentation template. 

 
IDENTIFY DEPENDENCY AND CONTRIBUTION CONNECTIONS 

Evaluate each idea, one by one, and find which ones depend on the realization of other ideas and 

which ones can contribute to other ideas. This should be considered a process that will have to 

go through much iteration before all connections make sense. If applicable, sort the ideas into 

categories that make sense for the team. Identify an idea that could form the minimum viable 

product or prototype. Microsoft Visio can be a useful tool in this process, or any other tool that 

allows you to create objects that represent ideas and draw connections between them. 

 
STRUCTURE THE IDEAS LIKE A TREE 

Once all connections have been identified, place ideas that can be considered as heavy 

contributors in the trunk and sort them into categories if it is helpful. All other ideas should be in 

the tree, connected mainly by dependency arrows. Different categories should be forming 

different branches and possibly also sub-branches. Each dependency arrow should display the 

estimated value to effort ratio.  

 
ANALYZE 

The idea connection tree should now be finished and it should be possible to acquire an overview 

of where most of the value for the least amount of effort is hidden. The result of the idea 

connection tree could strongly influence the direction that the development process should take 

and motivate the development direction in an explicit way. 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion and conclusions of the method and results are presented in this chapter. The 

conclusions are based on the results and whether they succeed to fulfill the purpose of this thesis.  

5.1 Discussion 

There were several aspects and decisions taken during the project that have affected the outcome 

of this thesis. Thoughts and discussions on these aspects and decisions, and the implications they 

may have had on the thesis are presented below. 

 

Current frame of reference 
The purpose of the frame of reference chapter and the topics presented in it was to allow a 

layman to understand the implications of TAVR and how it has transformed the treatment of 

aortic stenosis in only a matter of years. It should be noted that TAVR is a rapidly developing 

field and every month brings new research results. An indication of this rapid pace can be seen in 

how a number of papers that have been referenced in this thesis have been published during the 

project and many of them after the in-depth literature study was performed. It is likely that not 

everything in the frame of reference chapter may be up to date and that much of the collective 

data or scientific consensus on topics regarding TAVR may come to change in the near future. 

 

Lack of access to clinicians and engineers 
Even though Minnesota is a hotspot for TAVR activities and research (at least four companies 

with TAVR related activities are based in or close to the Twin Cities); no contact was 

successfully established with engineers involved with TAVR due to failed attempts in doing so. 

Also, no contact was established with clinicians involved with TAVR due to the false impression 

that TAVR was not performed at the University of Minnesota. 

 

Because of the lack of access to clinicians and engineers that have been active in the field of 

TAVR, a large gap may exist in the knowledge acquired during the project. This knowledge gap, 

if it exists, may have contributed to certain challenges not becoming recognized.  

 

Idea generation 
The idea generation session was loosely based on the new brainstorming principles postulated by 

Rossiter & Lilien in 1994 and traditional brainstorming, together with elements from 6-3-5 

brainwriting. In their paper they propose six principles, based on previous research findings [84]: 

 

1. Clear instructions are necessary for maximum output. 

2. Set a high target for the number of ideas each individual should produce. 

3. Let the initial ideation be an individual activity, not a group activity. 

4. Utilize group interaction to refine individuals’ ideas. 

5. Final selection of ideas should be done with private voting. 

6. Keep the ideation session short. Anything from 15 minutes for initial idea generation, to 

2 hours if idea selection is included in the session. 

 

For the idea generation session, clear instructions were given and maximum output was 

encouraged according to “quantity breeds quality”, a mantra coined by A.F. Osborn [85]. 

Rossiter & Lilien found this mantra to be true in their meta-study [84]. However, this mantra 

should have been approached with a degree of caution. In more recent research by Kazakci et al, 

this well-accepted mantra was refuted based on the results from their experiment setup [86]. 
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The approach for the ideation session differed from the second principle by not setting a specific 

target for the number of ideas each individual should produce. Due to the way that the ideation 

was divided into two parts of individual ideation, it was seen necessary to allow each participant 

to describe their ideas to a comprehensible level and not simply output as many ideas as possible 

and let clarity suffer. Without comprehensible ideas, it could have been difficult for the next 

participant to understand and develop the ideas generated by their previous participant. 

 

The ideation was kept individual in the first part of the session (as per the third principle). The 

second part can be considered semi-individual in the sense that the ideas from the first part were 

passed on to a fellow participant, utilizing a subtle form of group interaction to refine 

individuals’ ideas as per the fourth principle. 

 

The fifth principle was not applicable to the idea generation process in this project since the team 

of participants assembled for the ideation session was only temporary. It would have been too 

time-consuming and difficult to vote on the sheer number of under-developed ideas. Also, the 

nature of the idea screening differed from what may be perceived as traditional (for example, 

using Pugh’s concept selection matrix) because the ideas complimented each other rather than 

competed with each other. 

 

Finally, the sixth principle was applied in textbook manner with the session lasting no longer 

than 60 minutes. 

 

The idea connection tree method 
The concept behind the idea connection tree and method was sparked by the observation that a 

lot of great ideas were generated during the idea generation session and that it would be wasteful 

to throw away any of them. In a book called The Innovator’s Toolkit: 50+ Techniques for 

Predictable and Sustainable Organic Growth by Silverstein et al [82], exists a quote by Edward 

de Bono, author of the book Six Thinking Hats after which the same concept and idea evaluation 

method is named that is commonly found in product development context: 

 

“You would not think much of a farmer who took a lot of trouble to sow a crop but only bothered 

to harvest a quarter of the crop. Yet that is exactly what most people do with the output of a 

creative thinking session.” 

 

In observing the amount of good ideas generated during the idea generation session and how 

they all could contribute to the value of a virtual heart valve implant system, it was not 

applicable due to the nature of the proposed solution to continue down the road of selecting the 

best concept or idea as literature in product development may suggest one to do. In contrast to 

many physical solutions or products, the implementation of features and solutions in software do 

not rule out or hinder the implementation of other features and solutions. Instead they can exist 

side by side. Not until a solution or idea renders another solution or idea redundant, can it be 

worth considering the removal of it. Thus, it did not make sense to evaluate the ideas against 

each other and select only the best one(s).  

 

In finding a great number of dependency and contribution connections and relations between the 

ideas, and not finding any existing applicable methods in product development literature for 

handling such connections, the idea connection tree was devised. What the idea connection tree 

and the method for creating the idea connection tree attempt to achieve, is the structuring and 

understanding of connections between ideas and the sum of user values in the idea space around 

a potential solution. With the structure in place, it should become possible to recognize structures 

and quantities of user values in different branches of the future project. Additionally, the 
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structuring could allow for making explicitly motivated strategic decisions in large and complex 

development projects. 

 

Claims such as those made in the paragraph above are yet to be tested. Furthermore, it would be 

a big task in itself to find out if it is valuable to “explicitize” the idea space in the way that the 

idea connection tree attempts to do. 

 

Idea documentation 
The idea documentation process was a tedious task, requiring countless of hours for filtering out 

and clarifying ideas. The ambition was to describe the ideas in a manner that anyone with only a 

small amount of knowledge of TAVR and simulation techniques could understand them. Only an 

external reader can assess if this has been successful, as understanding many descriptions may 

require knowledge of TAVR and simulations techniques that have not been described in this 

report. 

 

Shortcomings of the proof of concept evaluation 
For the evaluation of the proof of concept, time constraints for finishing the practical work 

involved with the thesis only allowed for brief testing. The testing took place in the form of 

placing implant 3D models inside the 3D model of the aorta. Due to a lack of formal training in 

implant sizing, it would have been too adventurous to dare suggest which implant would have 

been the best fit for the particular aorta. 

 

It would have been favorable to use a group of unbiased individuals external to the project for 

gathering feedback and evaluation of the proof of concept. A structured user-study could 

determine if the proof of concept could provide any value to users like clinicians or engineers, 

and if it is worthwhile continuing the work that has been put into it. 

 

The idea connection tree for the virtual heart valve implant system 
The results of the idea connection tree for the virtual heart valve implant system reveal that, 

unsurprisingly, most of the ideas and most of the user value reside in the simulation branch. 

Simulating and evaluating the stent sealing and apposition is an idea that would be of direct use 

to clinicians during pre-procedure for determining the best implant model, size, and position for 

reducing the common complication of paravalvular leakage. Similarly, the same idea could help 

engineers in designing better sealing implants if they had access to many different models of the 

human aorta. The intention of this chapter is not to discuss each idea in the idea connection tree, 

but to exemplify that not only does a lot of user value reside in the simulation branch, but the 

ideas could be valuable to both clinicians as well as engineers. The implant design branch on the 

other hand, consists of ideas that would predominantly be useful and valuable to engineers. 

5.2 Conclusions 

In the first chapter the purpose was outlined as investigating the feasibility and potential features 

of a virtual heart valve implant system and how the assets of the Medical Devices Center and its 

collaborators could form a virtual heart valve implant system. 

 

With the investigation of the idea space and by the help of the idea connection tree, it can be 

concluded that 43 unique ideas have been identified that could be a part of a virtual heart valve 

implant system. The idea connection tree and the ideas in it fulfill the task of investigating 

potential features of a virtual heart valve implant system. The idea connection tree and the ideas 

in it also supply a roadmap and a recommendation to primarily pursue simulation features as this 

is where most of the potential user value for a relatively low amount of effort exists.  
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The proof of concept prototype allowed for successful but rudimentary testing of implant 3D 

models inside a 3D model of an aorta, but any far-reaching conclusions on the feasibility and 

usefulness of a virtual heart valve implant system are difficult to make without deeper evaluation 

of the proof of concept and further development of identified features. 

 

The proof of concept prototype helped to visually identify the best fitting implant inside the 3D 

model of the aorta. However, support of this conclusion could become stronger or be dismissed 

depending on the results that a deeper and more reliable user-study and evaluation may yield that 

involve clinicians and engineers experienced with TAVR. 

 

The conditions and assets do exist at the Medical Devices Center and its collaborators to evaluate 

the usefulness of a potential virtual heart valve implant system. This is an important assessment 

for any continued work. 
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this chapter, general recommendations and suggested future work on the virtual heart valve 

implant system and the idea connection tree method are presented.  

6.1 Recommendations 

Hopefully a convincing case has been made for a virtual heart valve implant system that can 

inspire future projects. Many of the ideas could form excellent undergraduate or graduate 

projects. The results of these projects could form the base for future research papers. With the 

assumption that research and development is continued on the virtual heart valve implant system, 

recommendations based on this thesis are given on how to proceed beyond it. 

 

Continue the survey of research papers on the subject of TAVR 
It is recommended to closely survey scientific journals for any advances made in the field of 

TAVR. New implants are frequently being approved for commercial use and new research data 

is frequently being published. These may rapidly change the occurrence and knowledge of 

different medical complications, affect the research landscape, and the implications that a virtual 

heart valve implant system may have. 

 

How to proceed with the virtual heart valve implant system ideas 
In the short term it is recommended to implement and carry over the current functions of the 

proof of concept prototype to also work in applications based on the zSpace or the PC. A user 

interface draft already exists for this, and there are a number of small ideas that could expand the 

usefulness of the idea that only relies on positioning and orientation of implant 3D models inside 

an aorta 3D model. For example, it could be useful to be able to perform measurements on the 

aorta 3D model, similar to those measurements that are performed with the help of CT and MRI 

scans today. It could also be useful to calculate a score for how good the current positioning and 

orientation of the implant is, as a complement to the subjective visual evaluation for determining 

the best implant size, position, and orientation. 

 

For longer-term continued work on the virtual heart valve implant system, a recommended 

approach according to the idea connection tree is to advance to idea S1: Implant Deployment and 

then further on to S2: Native Valve Leaflet Displacement. The latter idea offers a significant 

amount of user value in the way that it could help predict coronary artery occlusion. 

 

A special recommendation is to attempt the realization of idea P4: Parameterized Heart 

Morphing as it would not only be valuable for a virtual heart valve implant system, but also any 

other application where it would be useful to quickly create a patient-specific heart model. 

Reconstruction of 3D heart models in Mimics produces excellent results, but it is a tedious and 

time-consuming process. 

 

Investigate the value of the idea connection tree method 
For product developers and project managers, the idea connection tree method could be a useful 

tool for acquiring an overview of where most of the value for the least amount of effort is located in 

software-oriented product projects. The problem with newly conceived methods is that there is no 

way of knowing their pros, cons, and the overall value that they contribute to the product 

development process before they are tested. It is therefore recommended that an experiment is 

devised to test the usefulness of the idea connection tree method. 
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6.2 Future work and improvement 

In case that work is continued on the virtual heart valve implant system that is based on this 

thesis, the following suggestions are made for improving the conducted work: 

 
Establish contact with clinicians and engineers 
It would be very valuable to establish contacts with clinicians and engineers who have 

experience working with TAVR that can supply feedback on the proof of concept prototype and 

possibly offer new insights on the work conducted so far. Insights provided by clinicians and 

engineers could help recognize more challenges than those found in this thesis. 

 

Additional idea generation 
In order for the idea connection tree to fully map the idea space of the virtual heart valve implant 

system, it is important that all the relevant and valuable ideas are presented on it. It would be 

valuable to conduct additional idea generation sessions in attempt to be as exhaustive as possible 

with the ideation. The best ideas may still be out there. The ideation can be considered as 

complete at a point when a relatively low number of new and unique ideas are generated. 

 

Re-evaluate the user value and effort ratings for each idea 
The user value and effort ratings in the idea connection tree would benefit from re-evaluation by 

the actual user groups that the virtual heart valve implant system is targeted toward and also by 

experts who can better judge the implementation time and effort involved with each idea. It is 

possible that the current ratings are misleading in recommending where to best spend time and 

effort. 

 

Additionally, it could be worthwhile to investigate if the linear nature of the user value scale and 

the logarithmic nature of the effort scale is a good combination. For example, the value-effort 

ratio for an idea that receives 8/8 (exceedingly valuable / a year) is the same as for an idea that 

receives 6/6 (valuable / a few months). Even if the value-effort ratio is the same, are they actually 

comparable? 

 

Intuitive input for the proof of concept prototype 
The process of evaluating the proof of concept could be aided greatly by the implementation of a 

more intuitive user input method. Currently, the models are manipulated with the help of a large 

touchscreen that can cause some frustration. A suggestion for reducing this frustration would be 

to implement the possibility to manipulate the models on the VR-system with the help of motion 

tracking. 

 

Improved evaluation of the proof of concept 
It would be of great value to this project to conduct a more thorough evaluation and user-study of 

the proof of concept prototype. The question of whether a virtual heart valve implant system 

could provide value (and how much) to users like clinicians and engineers could be answered 

better. At the same time, the usability of the VR-system could also be evaluated. 

 

User interface for other systems 
The purpose of the user interface draft for systems like the zSpace or the PC was to provide an 

initial design for whoever may attempt to implement it in the future. Although the approach to 

creating it was systematic, it was not preceded by any research into recommended user interface 

design practices. It is likely that its design violates many recommended practices, or that it is a 

fully acceptable and well-functioning user interface draft. It is suggested as future work to re-

evaluate the design of the user interface draft based on best practices in user interface design 

literature. 
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 Fig. 1 and figures in Appendix I. are used with permission and can be found at: 
 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3f/Tumor_Thymoma1.JPG  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/79/Ventricular_Septal_Defect.jpg  

Leaflet Length and Left Main Coronary Artery Occlusion Following Transcatheter Aortic Valve 

Replacement by Okuyama et al [64].  
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Appendix I. Briefing for ideation session 
 

Briefing on Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement for an 
Ideation Session on a Virtual Heart Valve Implant System 

This document is for those who are invited to an ideation session on a Virtual Heart Valve Implant 
System but lack the sufficient background information on transcatheter aortic valve replacement 
(TAVR). The intention is to give a brief description on TAVR and its current status in treating aortic 
stenosis so that anyone who has read this document can confidently participate in an ideation session 
on what a Virtual Heart Valve Implant System could look like. 

What is transcatheter aortic valve replacement? 

TAVR is a recently established non-surgical option for aortic valve replacement. It is used on patients 
that are deemed inoperable or high-risk for open heart surgery. 
This video demonstrates the TAVR procedure.  

How widespread is TAVR? 

Each year, 200 000 patients are diagnosed with aortic stenosis, of which 75% are deemed inoperable or 
too high-risk for open heart surgery. Over 100 000 TAVR operations have been conducted so far. In 
2011, market penetration was estimated at 35% in Germany and in a more recent study from 2013 the 
market penetration was estimated at 50% for the US. The market is likely to expand when TAVR gets 
approved for lower risk groups than today. 

What do the implants look like? 

There are two main categories of transcatheter aortic valve implants: Balloon-expandable and self-
expandable. Both can incorporate an organic bovine or porcine valve attached to a cylindrical frame 
(also known as a stent). The main difference lies in the expansion of the implant. A balloon-expandable 
implant only allows for one attempt in placing it in the right position and orientation but with the 
advantage of a comparatively compact implant design. Self-expandable implants have the advantage of 
being repositionable and retrievable, with the disadvantage of a larger stent design. Depending on 
which implant is used, or on the patient’s arteries, different entryways are used for the implant delivery. 
The most common point of entry for the catheter is through one of the femoral arteries or the apex of 
the heart.  

Imaging techniques used for TAVR 

Due to the obscured nature of catheter operations the medical personnel involved in the operation have 
to rely on x-ray and ultrasound based imaging techniques such as computerized tomography scans, 
transesophageal echocardiography and fluoroscopy. Computerized tomography scans and intravascular 
ultrasound are used to determine the most appropriate arterial entry-way to the aorta. During the 
operation, fluoroscopy and transesophageal or transthoracic echocardiography is used to give live 
imaging of the delivery of the aortic valve implant. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=csxJYTLXNJY
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Left: Computerized tomography. Middle: Transesophageal echocardiography. Right: Fluoroscopy. 

Complications related to TAVR 

Major complications related to TAVR are becoming less common as the technique is getting more 
refined. However, the following complications still persist in a small minority of patients: 
 

 Paravalvular leakage due to poor positioning, sizing or orientation of the implant. 

 Partial or full blocking of coronary arteries, restricting blood flow to the heart itself. 

 Calcifications on and around the native valve breaking off and potentially causing stroke. 

Possible applications of a virtual heart valve implant system 

A virtual heart valve implant system could be useful in a pre-procedural application for the selection, 
sizing, positioning and orientation of the implant. All patients are different and require careful 
procedural preparation to prevent complications. A virtual heart valve implant system could also be 
useful in an engineering application for validation of new implant and device design in a virtual 
environment. 

Existing projects 

Two projects with overlapping intended fields of use as the project at the Medical Devices 

Center already exist:  

The Living Heart Project  

FEops TAVIguide  

 

  

http://www.3ds.com/products-services/simulia/solutions/life-sciences/the-living-heart-project/
http://feops.com/taviguide
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Appendix II. Idea documentation template 
 

<Idea name> 

Describe the idea in a short paragraph. 

 

Why this idea is important: 
Describes what makes the idea important or valuable. 

 

Value (1-10): 
A rating for the estimated user value of the idea. 

 
1- Minimal value 

2- Very low value 

3- Low value 

4- Some value 

5- Moderately valuable 

6- Valuable 

7- Very valuable 

8- Exceedingly valuable 

9- Extremely valuable 

10- Invaluable 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
A rating for the expected work effort to realize the idea. 

 
1- One day 

2- A few days 

3- A week 

4- A few weeks 

5- A month 

6- A few months 

7- 6 months 

8- A year 

9- 3 to 5 years 

10- 10 years 

11- A lifetime 

 

Prerequisites: 
Prerequisites for realizing the idea. 

 

Challenges: 
Challenges in realizing the idea. 

 

Simplifications: 
How the idea could be simplified or broken up into smaller parts. 

 

Continued refinements: 
How to continue refine the idea after it has been realized. 
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Appendix III. Idea descriptions 
 

Minimum Viable Product: 

Virtual assembling system where fitting of different valve implant 3D models can be done by 

placing them inside different patient-specific heart (or aorta) 3D models, in order to find the 

most suitable implant model and size to be implanted in the patient. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would help the user find the appropriate implant, implant size, position and orientation that 

best suits the patient’s specific anatomy and is expected to give the least amount of and least 

severe procedural and post-procedural complications. 

Value (1-10): 
7. Very valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Reconstruction of patient specific cardiac or aortic anatomy in 3D.  

 Existing 3D models of valve implants. 

Challenges: 

Simplifications: 
 Only fit and interference testing. No simulation or finite element analysis. 

Continued refinements: 
 Place implant in the heart and simulate stresses with finite element analysis. 

 Test implant sealing for paravalvular regurgitation with computational fluid dynamics. 
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C1: Guide Wire Path  

Simulate the guide wire path in the patient specific anatomy. 

Why this idea is important: 
By simulating the stress in the guide wire the user can predict complications in different entry-

ways and determine which one is the safest. 

Value (1-10): 
3. Low value. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
3. A week. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of patient’s arterial curvature. 

 Material properties of guide wire. 

Challenges: 
 Acquiring accurate scans of patient’s arterial pathways that can be recreated in 3D. 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinements: 

 Simulate stresses in catheters that follow the guide wire. 

C2: Catheter Path  

Simulate the catheter path when it follows the pre-inserted guide wire. 

Why this idea is important: 
In certain situations, torque can build up in the catheter and make it difficult to maneuver. By 

simulating the stress in the catheter the user can predict complications in different entry-ways 

and determine which one is the safest.  

Value (1-10): 
6. Valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of patient’s arterial curvature. 

 Material properties of catheter. 

Challenges: 
Simplifications: 

 Static simulation of the catheter stresses. 

Continued refinements: 
 Control the catheter in the simulation with realistic inputs. 
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C3: Subclavian Entryway 

Simulate the catheter used for subclavian entryway where it penetrates the skin and follows the 

pre-inserted guide wire with the help of realistic controls. 

Why this idea is important: 
In certain situations, torque can build up in the catheter and make it difficult to maneuver. By 

simulating the stress in the catheter the user can predict complications and determine how safe 

the subclavian entryway is.  

Value (1-10): 
3. Low value. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Modeling of the puncturing of the artery and surrounding tissue. 

 Scan and recreate patient’s arteries in 3D. 

Challenges: 
 Creating realistic controls and feedback for a real-time simulation of the guiding of the 

catheter. 

Simplifications: 
 Static simulation of catheter strain and stress. 

Continued refinements: 
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C4: Femoral Entryway 

Simulate the catheter used for femoral entryway where it penetrates the skin and follows the pre-

inserted guide wire with the help of realistic controls. 

Why this idea is important: 
In certain situations, torque can build up in the catheter and make it difficult to maneuver. By 

simulating the stress in the catheter the user can predict complications and determine how safe 

the femoral entryway is.  

Value (1-10): 
7. Very valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Modeling of the puncturing of the artery and surrounding tissue. 

 Scan and recreate patient’s arteries in 3D. 

Challenges: 
 Creating realistic controls and feedback for a real-time simulation of the guiding of the 

catheter. 

Simplifications: 
 Static simulation of catheter strain and stress. 

Continued refinements: 
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C4: Apical Entryway 

Simulate the catheter used for apical entryway where it penetrates the skin and follows the pre-

inserted guide wire with the help of realistic controls. 

Why this idea is important: 
In certain situations, torque can build up in the catheter and make it difficult to maneuver. By 

simulating the stress in the catheter the user can predict complications and determine how safe 

the apical entryway is.  

Value (1-10): 
7. Very valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Modeling of the puncturing of the artery and surrounding tissue. 

 Scan and recreate patient’s arteries in 3D. 

Challenges: 
 Creating realistic controls and feedback for a real-time simulation of the guiding of the 

catheter. 

Simplifications: 
 Static simulation of catheter strain and stress. 

Continued refinements: 
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C6: Aortic Entryway 

Simulate the catheter used for aortic entryway where it penetrates the skin and follows the pre-

inserted guide wire with the help of realistic controls. 

Why this idea is important: 
In certain situations, torque can build up in the catheter and make it difficult to maneuver. By 

simulating the stress in the catheter the user can predict complications and determine how safe 

the aortic entryway is.  

Value (1-10): 
5. Moderately valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Modeling of the puncturing of the artery and surrounding tissue. 

 Scan and recreate patient’s arteries in 3D. 

Challenges: 
 Creating realistic controls and feedback for a real-time simulation of the guiding of the 

catheter. 

Simplifications: 
 Static simulation of catheter strain and stress. 

Continued refinements: 
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D1: Custom Implant Design inside Heart Model 

Load patient specific anatomy in a software tool where the user can design a custom implant. 

Why this idea is important: 
Each patient is different and in some cases the selection of different implants and sizes provide a 

suboptimal solution. With a tool that allows the user to design a custom implant inside a virtual 

model of the patient’s specific anatomy, the implants can be tailored exactly to the patient’s 

specific requirements. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
9. 3 to 5 years. 

Prerequisites: 
 Accurate recreation of patient anatomy. 

Challenges: 
 Identifying relevant tools for custom implant design. 

 Identifying realistic limits for what is possible to design and manufacture. 

Simplifications: 
 Load 3D model of patient specific anatomy in computer aided design (CAD) software 

and use existing tools in the CAD software to design the implant. 

Continued refinements: 
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D2: Large Virtual Reality Location for Implant Design 

Load patient specific anatomy in a large virtual reality location/cave together with a software 

tool where the user can design a custom implant in magnified scale. 

Why this idea is important: 
Building upon the idea of a custom implant design software package, the implant design could 

be conducted inside a large virtual reality location/cave that allows for more intuitive forms of 

user input. This could allow for faster and more optimal designs. 

Value (1-10): 
6. Valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
7. 6 months. 

Prerequisites: 
 Accurate recreation of patient anatomy. 

Challenges: 
 Identifying relevant tools for custom implant design. 

 Identifying realistic limits for what is possible to design and manufacture. 

 Creating an intuitive virtual reality environment for implant design. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Run simulations in the virtual reality environment. 

D3: ‘Design by Dragging’ Implant Design  

Design the implant while simulating the effects of changing design parameters. As per Design-

by-Dragging described here: http://ivlab.cs.umn.edu/papers/Coffey-2013-Design-Drag.pdf  

Why this idea is important: 
It would allow the user to explore a complex multi-variable design space of an implant in a more 

user friendly environment. 

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
9. 3 to 5 years. 

Prerequisites: 
 Comprehensive knowledge of all contributing implant property variables. 

Challenges: 
 Recognizing all variables and their interdependencies. 

Simplifications: 
 Begin with only a limited set of well understood variables. 

Continued refinements: 

  

http://ivlab.cs.umn.edu/papers/Coffey-2013-Design-Drag.pdf
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D4: Design Implant from Modular Parts 

Design new patient specific implants with the help of a modular design kit.  

Why this idea is important: 
A modular approach to implant design and customization would speed up the process of creating 

implants that are tailored to patient specific needs. 

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
9. 3 to 5 years. 

Prerequisites: 
Challenges: 

 Identifying implant modules. 

 Creating a set of modules that are compatible with each other. 

Simplifications: 
 Platform based implant design, instead of modular. (A platform onto which different 

parts can be attached to, but the platform itself is not interchangeable.) 

Continued refinements: 

I1: Real-Life Tools for Simulation Input Control 

Use a realistic model of the delivery system as an input tool in the simulation with realistic 

feedback. 

Why this idea is important: 
By using a realistic input system the user would have to work with constraints that are similar to 

those that occur in real life. With a simulation that is similar to real-life, it would be easier for the 

user to use experience gained in the simulation and apply it in the operating room. 

Value (1-10): 
6. Valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
7. 6 months. 

Prerequisites: 
 Existing simulation of a TAVR procedure. 

Challenges: 
 Delivering realistic force and tactile feedback from the simulation. 

Simplifications: 
 Only realistic controller input without force or tactile feedback. 

Continued refinements: 
 Experiment with new types of controllers and forms of feedback. 

 Adapt the controller for remote controlled TAVR operations. 
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I2: Motion Controlled Input 

Use motion control for manipulating objects in the simulation. 

Why this idea is important: 
With motion controlled input, precise positioning of the implant would be faster and more 

intuitive than currently existing solutions, such as touchscreen or keyboard and mouse. 

Value (1-10): 
7. Very valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
3. A week 

Prerequisites: 
 An existing motion control system that can be used for the Virtual Heart Valve Implant 

System. 

Challenges: 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinements: 

I3: Voice Activated Commands 

Support for voice activated commands in the Virtual Heart Valve Implant System. 

Why this idea is important: 
Voice activated commands can be found in state-of-the-art operating rooms. With support for 

voice activated commands in the Virtual Heart Valve Implant System, the simulation experience 

could better resemble state-of-the-art operating room environment. Voice activated commands in 

the simulation would also allow the user to manipulate the system without using hands or any 

other motion for input. 

Value (1-10): 
4. Some value. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 License and use existing voice detection and recognition software for activating 

commands. 

Challenges: 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinements: 
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L1: Library of Implant Placements and Post-Procedural 
Results 

A library of reconstructed patient specific anatomy and their corresponding implant placement, 

patient-implant simulations and record of post-procedural results. 

Why this idea is important: 
By keeping records of all implant placements, simulations, and post-procedural results, ideas 

such as large scale analysis of overall simulation accuracy and predictive analysis based on 

previous data become possible. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
7. 6 months. 

Prerequisites: 
Challenges: 

 Safely decouple patient specific data from patient identity, as patient specific data can be 

regarded as sensitive information. 

 Saving all data and results in a way that make them easy to access. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Secure online library. 

L2: Prediction of Complications by Comparison with Past 
Procedures 

Predict complications in TAVR patients with the help of simulations and comparisons with 

previously simulated cases and their corresponding procedural and post-procedural results. 

Why this idea is important: 
Some complications may be difficult to predict with the help of simulations. By comparing 

results from past simulations and procedures with similar anatomies to the patient that is 

currently being simulated, complications can be predicted by drawing experience from past 

procedures. This way, complications can be decreased. 

Value (1-10): 
10. Invaluable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
7. 6 months. 

Prerequisites: 

Challenges: 
 Accurately judge when two scenarios are similar enough that their results are predicted to 

be the same with the same procedure decisions. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
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L3: Find Previously Simulated Similar Hearts in Library 

Automatically scan for and find hearts in the library that are similar to the one currently being 

simulated. 

Why this idea is important: 
In order to make comparisons with previously simulated patient-implant interactions it should be 

easy for the user to find previous patients and simulations that are similar. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
8. A year. 

Prerequisites: 
 A library of simulated hearts. 

Challenges: 
 Finding relevant features and criteria that determine the similarity between two TAVR 

simulations. 

 Designing an algorithm that accurately finds previous TAVR simulations that are similar 

and of interest to the user. 

Simplifications: 
 Only look for similarities between a limited number of features and criteria. 

Continued refinements: 
 Present similar previous TAVR simulations to the user along the simulation process. 
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L4: Shared Online Library 

Save all TAVR simulations in an online library that can be accessed from different geographical 

locations, such as hospitals or research centers. 

Why this idea is important: 
By saving the simulation results in an online library, the user can share and take part of 

simulation results generated by users at remote locations. More users contributing to a large 

online library will add value to features that involve finding similar TAVR simulations and 

predicting complications. 

Value (1-10): 
10. Invaluable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
8. A year. 

Prerequisites: 
 Users that generate content for the library. 

Challenges: 
 Safely share simulation results among different users. 

 Seamlessly integrate the online database with the Virtual Heart Valve Implant System. 

Simplifications:  
Continued refinements: 
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P1: Pulse Cycle Min-Max Mapping of Annulus Expansion 

Map the minimum and maximum contraction and expansion of the annulus over the course of a 

full pulse cycle. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would allow the user to take the expansion and contraction (due to pressure changes) of the 

aortic annulus into account when designing a new implant or deciding for the right implant size 

to be implanted to ensure optimal design or selection of implant. 

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
6. A few months. 

Prerequisites: 
 Imaging or simulation technique for finding the patient specific min and max diameter of 

the aortic annulus during one pulse cycle. 

Challenges: 
 Capturing min and max diameters. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Incorporate in real-time full heart simulation and/or visualization. 

 Estimate min and max values with the help of simulation driven by blood pressure values 

over the course of one pulse cycle. 

P2: Patient Heart Specific Mapping of Electrical Conduction 
System 

Patient specific conduction system mapping for checking interference with the implant stent 

intended for implantation. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would allow the user to foresee in which patients and with which implants interference of the 

conduction system is likely to occur and cause fibrillation or an irregular heartbeat which in 

worst case may lead to stroke. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
8. A year. 

Prerequisites: 
Challenges: 

 Accurately scanning the conduction system of a live patient. 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinements: 

 Connect the travel of the electrical impulse to the contraction of the heart model 

animation. 
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P3: Patient Specific Heart 3D Model 

Reconstruct a 3D model of a heart based on patient specific data. 

Why this idea is important: 
Reconstructing a 3D heart model based on patient specific data would allow the user to perform 

countless of different simulations in preparation for the TAVR procedure on the actual patient. A 

reconstructed heart 3D model is the basis for almost all patient-implant interaction simulations. 

The reconstructed heart 3D model could also be used for visualization before and during the 

implantation procedure to give the user a better picture of the patient’s anatomy than what 

current imaging techniques are able to offer. 

Value (1-10): 
10. Invaluable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
6. A few months 

Prerequisites: 
 3D reconstruction software. 

 Detailed scan data. 

Challenges: 
 Acquiring scan data with sufficient detail for the 3D reconstruction. 

 Fast and efficient reconstruction of the heart 3D model. 

Simplifications: 
 Find a heart that is similar to the patient from a library of previously 3D reconstructed 

hearts. 

Continued refinements: 
 Parameterized heart morphing. 
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P4: Parameterized Heart Morphing 

A parameterized heart 3D model that can structurally morph into any heart based on patient 

specific measurements. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would be a faster and more efficient way to recreate a patient specific heart 3D model because 

it would not necessarily have to depend on detailed scanning and tedious reconstruction. 

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
8. A year. 

Prerequisites: 
 Data and measurements on extreme and normal heart anatomies. 

 Determine principal heart geometries and their inter-dependencies. 

 3D model that can be morphed based on X number of variables. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately determine where inter-dependencies exist and where they do not. 

 Find comprehensive data on heart anatomies that cover the whole spectrum. 

Simplifications: 
 Focus on area around the aorta. 

 Independent geometry variables 

S1: Implant Deployment 

Animate the deployment of the virtual implant inside the aorta. 

Why this idea is important: 
The deployment of the implant inside the patient is the most critical step in the implantation 

procedure. By animating the deployment of the implant, especially for self-expandable implants, 

it can help the user transfer knowledge from the virtual deployment to the procedure for a safer 

deployment. 

Value (1-10): 
5. Moderately valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of how the implant expands. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately animating the deployment of the implant, especially for self-expanding 

implants. 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinements: 

 Manually control the deployment animation with forward and rewind. 
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S2: Native Valve Leaflet Displacement 

Position a valve 3D model in heart 3D model and check obstruction of the coronary arteries by 

the displaced native valve leaflets.  

Why this idea is important: 
Occlusion of either coronary artery is uncommon, but when it does occur the following 

complications are often severe and likely to lead to patient death. Okuyama et al experienced an 

incidence rate of 0.9% in their study that involved a total of 547 TAVR cases (Leaflet Length 

and Left Main Coronary Artery Occlusion Following Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement – 

Catheterization and Cardiovascular Interventions, 2013). 

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
5. A month. 

Prerequisites: 
 Reconstruction of patient specific cardiac or aortic anatomy in 3D.  

 Existing 3D models or approximation of valve implants. 

 Estimates of material properties for the native valve leaflets. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately define material properties for expanding valve implant and the mechanism 

with which the implant stays deployed. Accurate material properties for implants with a 

self-expanding Nitinol stent may be especially challenging. 

Simplifications: 
 Balloon expandable valve implant could be simplified to an expanding cylinder. 

Continued refinement: 
 Allow user to play around with placement and expansion of valve in a low resolution 

final element analysis (FEA) mesh in real time. When the user has found a good 

placement of the valve implant in the real time simulation, that position can be used for a 

detailed simulation in a higher resolution FEA mesh. 

 Include calcifications of leaflets in the FEA mesh. 
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S3: Stent Sealing around the Aorta 

Virtually position and deploy a 3D model of an implant inside a 3D model of an aorta and aortic 

valve reconstructed from patient specific data. With the implant deployed, find contact areas and 

stresses between the implant stent and the aorta to evaluate how well the implant seals. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would give the user an idea of where the simulated implant and its position would cause 

paravalvular regurgitation in the specific patient and the degree of severity of the paravalvular 

regurgitation. 

Morganti et al, among others, have already performed similar simulations in their research. They 

expand a TAVI inside a patient specific model of an aorta and attempt to predict post-procedural 

device performance (Simulation of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation through Patient-

Specific Finite Element Analysis: Two Clinical Cases, 2014) 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
6. A few months. 

Prerequisites: 
 Reconstruction of patient specific cardiac or aortic anatomy in 3D.  

 Existing 3D models or approximation of the valve implant. 

 FEA mesh for implant and aorta. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately define material properties for expanding valve implant and the mechanism 

with which the implant stays deployed. Accurate material properties for implants with a 

self-expanding Nitinol stent may be especially challenging. 

 Geometry with large deformations may cause difficulties in a finite element analysis. 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinement: 

 Stent Sealing with Different Implants. 
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S4: Stent Sealing with Different Implants 

Expansion of S3: Stent Sealing around the Aorta to include stent seal testing with many different 

implant designs currently available on the market. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would give the user an idea of where the simulated implant and its position would cause 

paravalvular regurgitation in the specific patient and the degree of severity of the paravalvular 

regurgitation. By testing multiple implant types, the most suitable implant for the specific patient 

could be found. 

Value (1-10): 
7. Very valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
6. A few months. 

Prerequisites: 
 Reconstruction of patient specific cardiac or aortic anatomy in 3D.  

 Existing 3D models or approximation of valve implants. 

 FEA mesh for implants and aorta. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately define material properties for expanding valve implant and the mechanism 

with which the implant stays deployed. Accurate material properties for implants with a 

self-expanding Nitinol stent may be especially challenging.  

 Include implants that have material properties that change during the implantation 

procedure. For example the Direct Flow Medical Valve with a skirt that gets filled with a 

fluid that solidifies. 

 Geometry with large deformations may cause difficulties in a finite element analysis. 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinements: 
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S5: Implant Repositioning 

Animate the redeployment of the virtual implant inside the aorta and make it repositionable. 

Why this idea is important: 
Some implants are repositionable in order to give the user several attempts to find the best 

positioning and orientation of the implant. By being able to practice repositioning with the 

virtual implant, knowledge and experience could be transferred to the procedure for a safer 

repositioning inside the patient. 

Value (1-10): 
4. Some value. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
5. A month. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of how the implant is repositioned. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately animating the deployment and redeployment of the implant, especially for 

self-expanding implants. 

Simplifications: 
 Partially reverse the deployment animation. 

Continued refinements: 
 Manually control the deployment animation with forward and rewind. 
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S6: Implant Retrieval 

Animate the retrieval of the virtual implant inside the aorta and simulate the retrieval of a failed 

implant. 

Why this idea is important: 
Some implants are retrievable if unforeseen complications occur during the implantation. By 

being able to practice the retrieval of the implant in a virtual environment, the user can gain 

knowledge and experience on how to retrieve the implant from inside the patient in a safer 

fashion. 

Value (1-10): 
4. Some value. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of how the implant is retrieved. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately animating the retrieval of the implant. 

Simplifications: 
 Reverse the deployment animation. 

Continued refinements: 
 Manually control the retrieval animation with forward and rewind. 
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S7: FEA of Calcium Displacement 

Simulate the calcium displacement by the implant and how it affects the sealing around the aorta. 

Similar as previously performed by FEops: http://www.mer-europe.com/wp-

content/uploads/2012/11/Improved-pre-operative-planning-for-TAVI-using-computer-

simulations.pdf. 

Why this idea is important: 
The level of calcification is often very high and procedure success is very much influenced by 

the nature of the calcifications. With the calcifications as a part of the patient specific data, the 

user can take this into account when simulating the deployment and sealing of the implant inside 

the aorta and find an optimal positioning and orientation that may differ from the case without 

any calcifications. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11):  
5. A month. 

Prerequisites: 
 Reconstruction of patient specific cardiac or aortic anatomy in 3D.  

 Reconstruction of calcification distribution. 

 Existing 3D models or approximation of the valve implant. 

 FEA mesh for implant and aorta. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately distinguishing between calcifications and soft tissue during reconstruction. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
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S8: FEA of Calcium Break-Off 

Simulate the calcium displacement by the implant and how the implant could potentially break 

off calcifications of the native valve. 

Why this idea is important: 
The level of calcification is often very high and procedure success is very much influenced by 

the nature of the calcifications. Virtual testing and knowing how the calcifications may break off 

during the implantation procedure, and how that may depend on the placement of the implant, 

could reduce post-procedural complications such as stroke. 

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11):  
4. A few weeks. 

Prerequisites: 
 Reconstruction of patient specific cardiac or aortic anatomy in 3D.  

 Reconstruction of calcification distribution. 

 Existing 3D models or approximation of the valve implant. 

 FEA mesh for implant and aorta. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately distinguishing between calcifications and soft tissue during reconstruction. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
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S9: CFD Modeling of Patient-Implant Interaction 

Simulate the blood flow in the patient’s aorta and through the implant to determine if 

paravalvular regurgitation occurs and if the implant functions to a satisfying degree where it is 

positioned. 

Why this idea is important: 
To be able to accurately determine implant function in the virtual model, computational fluid 

dynamics modeling would be required. Testing the sealing of the implant and the occurrence of 

paravalvular regurgitation could greatly take advantage of computational fluid dynamics 

modeling. Also testing the general performance of the implant valve and the jet it produces in its 

particular position and orientation could take advantage of CFD modeling. 

Value (1-10): 
10. Invaluable. 

Expected work effort (1-11):  
9. 3 to 5 years. 

Prerequisites: 
 Blood fluid properties. 

 Blood flow characteristics between left ventricle and aorta. 

 Existing 3D models or approximation of the valve implant and its material properties, 

especially for the valve. 

Challenges: 
 Reconstructing implant valve properties and make it function with the CFD modeling. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
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S10: Automatic Investigation of Best Implant Positioning 

Automatically find the best size, position and orientation of the implant inside the patient’s 

specific anatomy. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would speed up the process of finding the best size, position and orientation of the implant. It 

would also take away the experience and intuition that is needed to find the best size, position 

and orientation of the implant manually. Furthermore, it would reduce any bias or personal 

preference that the user may have in regards to where the implant is best positioned and oriented. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
8. A year. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of optimal implant size. 

 Knowledge of optimal position. 

 Knowledge of optimal orientation. 

Challenges: 
 Creating reliable and accurate criteria for automatically finding the best size, position and 

orientation. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Include seal testing in the automatic investigation. 

 Include CFD modeling for paravalvular regurgitation in the automatic investigation. 

 Include multiple implant models in the automatic investigation. 
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S11: Automatic Investigation of Best Implant  

Automatically find the best implant that works with the patient’s specific anatomy. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would speed up the process of finding the best implant for the specific patient. It would also 

take away the experience and intuition that is needed to find the best implant manually. 

Furthermore, it would reduce any bias or personal preference that the user may have in regards to 

what implant to use. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
8. A year. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of optimal implant in different patient anatomies. 

Challenges: 
 Creating reliable and accurate criteria for automatically finding the best implant. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Include seal testing in the automatic investigation. 

 Include CFD modeling for paravalvular regurgitation in the automatic investigation. 
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S12: Fully Automatic ‘Suggest-A-Valve’ System 

Automatically find the best implant, size, position and orientation that work with the patient’s 

specific anatomy. The user would input the patient specific anatomy and the system would 

output the optimal implant, size, position and orientation together with all simulation and 

analysis results. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would speed up the process of finding the best implant, size, position and orientation for the 

specific patient. It would also take away the experience and intuition that is needed to find the 

best implant, size, position and orientation manually. Furthermore, it would reduce any bias or 

personal preference that the user may have in regards to what implant to use and exactly where 

to implant it. 

Value (1-10): 
10. Invaluable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
11. A lifetime. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of optimal implant in different patient anatomies. 

 Knowledge of optimal size for different implants. 

 Knowledge of optimal position for different implants. 

 Knowledge of optimal orientation for different implants. 

Challenges: 
 Defining reliable and accurate criteria for automatically finding the best implant. 

 Defining reliable and accurate criteria for automatically finding the best size, position and 

orientation for each implant. 

 Keep data on new implants up to date on the system. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
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S13: CFD Model with Downstream Transport of Calcium 

Simulate the downstream transportation of broken off calcifications to determine the risk of 

stroke. 

Why this idea is important: 
Stroke or less severe embolism is not an uncommon post-procedural complication when 

performing a transcatheter aortic valve replacement. By simulating the likelihood of stroke in a 

patient during or after TAVR, the user can judge if the procedure is worth the risk. 

Value (1-10): 
6. Valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11):  
6. A few months. 

Prerequisites: 
 Reconstruction of patient’s specific blood vessels.  

 CFD modeling of patient’s specific blood flow. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately simulate where the calcium will be transported. 

Simplifications: 
Continued refinements: 

 Probabilistic simulation of calcium distribution in the vascular system. 

S14: Long-Term Implant Calcification 

Simulate long-term effects of calcification of the implant leaflets inside the patient. 

Why this idea is important: 
Calcification of the implant leaflets is the main cause of implant degradation. By simulating the 

long-term effects of implant leaflet calcification in the specific patient, the user can get an 

expected lifetime estimation of the implant and when it might become necessary to implant 

another valve (valve-in-valve implantation). 

Value (1-10): 
7. Very valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
9. 3 to 5 years. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of implant leaflet calcification mechanisms. 

 Knowledge of patient specific factors that affect implant leaflet calcification. 

Challenges: 
 Run the simulation of the implant leaflet calcification process in such fine detail that it 

produces relevant results. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Probabilistic simulation of implant leaflet calcification based on variable factors. 
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S15: Long-Term Seal Testing 

Simulate the long-term sealing of the implant inside the patient. 

Why this idea is important: 
Getting the implant to seal well with minimum amount of paravalvular regurgitation right from 

the start is important, but it is also important that the sealing is sustained throughout the lifetime 

of the implant. By simulating the long-term sealing of the implant, it may be possible that 

another size, position or orientation of the valve is found that is more suitable in the long run. 

Long-term testing also allows the user to foresee possible future complications with the implant 

and the patient. 

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
10. 10 years. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of patient specific factors that affect long-term implant sealing. 

Challenges: 
 Accurately predict long-term implant sealing. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Probabilistic simulation of long-term implant sealing based on variable factors. 
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V1: Perioperative Difference Image of Current vs. Simulated 
Optimal End State 

Show a comparative view on the operating room imaging system of how current implantation 

state differs from the optimal simulated end state. 

Why this idea is important: 
It would help the user to replicate the optimal simulated outcome in the actual patient.  

Value (1-10): 
8. Exceedingly valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
8. A year. 

Prerequisites: 
 Operating room imaging system that has the ability to show a comparative difference 

image. 

Challenges: 
 Displaying the current image and the optimal simulated end state image in a user-friendly 

way. 

Simplifications: 
 Only display current image and optimal simulated end state image side by side. 

Continued refinements: 
 Have the system tell the user when the optimal end state has been reached. 
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V2: Render Heart and Implant to Look Like on Perioperative 
Imaging 

Render the patient specific heart and implant model to look like it does on perioperative imaging.  

Why this idea is important: 
By rendering the optimal placement of the implant in the virtual space to look like on 

perioperative imaging, it will be easier for the user to understand what the optimal placement 

will look on the equipment used in the operating room. 

Value (1-10): 
6. Valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
5. A month. 

Prerequisites: 
 Knowledge of what factors play a role in why perioperative imaging looks like it does. 

Challenges: 
 Making the virtual rendition of the implant placement match perioperative imaging. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 Render the parts of the body that are in front of and behind the heart, to match the tissue 

that is included in the perioperative imaging. 

V3: Visualization of Patient Specific Heart Model 

Visualize the reconstructed patient-specific heart model in 3D in ready room. 

Why this idea is important: 
An immersive, realistic and detailed 3D visualization of the patient’s heart in ready room (or 

anywhere else) would allow the user to get a better understanding of the anatomy of the patient’s 

heart. 

Value (1-10): 
7. Very valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
5. A month. 

Prerequisites: 

Challenges: 
 Visualize the heart 3D model on a suitable hardware platform. 

Simplifications: 
 Render the heart 3D model on a standard desktop computer. 

Continued refinements: 
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V4: Time Lapse Animation of Accelerated Simulation 

Visualize a time lapse animation of accelerated simulation results.  

Why this idea is important: 
Visualizing a time lapse animation of accelerated simulation results will help the user to better 

understand the simulation results. 

Value (1-10): 
4. Some value. 

Expected work effort: 
7. 6 months. 

Prerequisites: 
Challenges: 

 Handling and visualizing big amount of data without requiring a supercomputer. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 

V5: Live Visualization and Positional Tracking of Tools and 
Implant 

Track the position of the operating tools and implants used during the procedure and update the 

live visualization of the tools and implant accordingly. 

Why this idea is important: 
With the help of tracking and immersive live visualization of the tools and implants, the user can 

get a much better idea of what is happening inside the patient than with current imaging 

technologies commonly used today. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
9. 3 to 5 years. 

Prerequisites: 
 Models of tools and implants that can be animated by live tracking. 

Challenges: 
 Running the simulation in real-time with low latency. 

Simplifications: 

Continued refinements: 
 A system where the user only has to look at the simulated heart and remotely operate on 

the patient with a robot. 
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V6: Live 3D Visualization 

Visualize the reconstructed patient specific heart 3D model in the operating room together with 

live updates to the heart model that are connected to what is happening to the patient’s actual 

heart. 

Why this idea is important: 
With visualization of a real-time animated patient specific 3D heart model, the user would 

receive much improved visual feedback over what imaging techniques such as transesophageal 

echocardiography or fluoroscopy could offer. 

Value (1-10): 
9. Extremely valuable. 

Expected work effort (1-11): 
10. 10 years. 

Prerequisites: 
 Patient specific 3D model of the heart. 

 Scanning technology that can be used to drive the live animation of the patient heart 3D 

model. 

Challenges: 
 Quickly recognize key nodes to drive the animation of the 3D model. 

 Accurate and reliable tracking of the animation-driving key nodes. 

Simplifications: 
 Track and animate only a limited part of the heart. 

 Estimate animation of patient heart 3D model with the help of the measured heartbeat. 

Continued refinements: 
 Track catheters and implants in the 3D visualized heart to allow for the whole operation 

to be carried through by looking at the 3D visualization. 
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Appendix IV. Large idea connection tree  
 

 

 


